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NOTICE . 
The aim of the "Ismaili Society••, founded in Bom

bay on the 16th February 1946, is the promotion of 
independent and critical study of all matters connected 
with Ism;tilisrn, that is to say, of all branches of the 
Ismaili movement in Islam, their literature, history, 
philosophy, and so forth. The Society entirely excludes 
from its prpgramme any religious or political propa. 

1 
ganda or controversy, and does not intend to vindicate 
the viewpoint of any particular school in Ismailism. 
The ~'Ismaili Society" propose to publish monographs 
on subjects connected with such studies, critical edi
tions of the original texts of early Isrnaili works, their 
translations, and also collections of shorter papers and 
notes. Works by various authors are accepted for pub
lication on their merits, i. e. the value of their contri. 
bution to the knowledge of Isrnailism. It is a consistent 
poli.cy of the "Ismaili Society" to encourage free ex
change of opinions and ideas so long as they are based 
on serious study of the subject. It may be noted that 
the fact of publication. of any workby the "Ismaili · 
Society" does not by itself imply tA.eir concurrence 
with, or endorsement of, the views and ideas advanced 
therein. ' 



PREFACE 

A lie, however ridicul~usly absurd it may oe, by constant 
repetition becomes the most unassailable truth. This basic 
principle of modern propaganda work was already discovered 
centuries .ago, and was much applied in anti-Ismaili literature. 
The Ismail~s, mostly living as a persecuted minority, had to be 
reticent about their beliefs and affairs of their communit•y. 
This opened unlimited opportunities to their enemies who could 
invent any lie about tl:lem without fear of documented refutation, 
and repeat it until it becomes a part of "universai knowledge'' . 
Only since a portion of genuine Ism~ili literature had "leaked 
out" from unrelenting secrecy in whic'h it was always kept. 
can we, to our great astonishmen~, see for ourselves how 
enormous amount of fiction, misunderstanding, misconceptions, 
and especially ·deliberate lie formed our supposed to be retia ble 
and generally accep~ kqo~ledge of the history of IsmaiHsm 
still two-three decades ago. 

Those who work over. genuine Ismaili sources have to revise 
almost every point, at every step, often rejecting, even such 
information which remained beyond suspicion till now. 

One of the most extraordinary products of ·anti-Ismaili 
propaganda is what may be called the myth of 'Abdu'l-Hib b. 
Maymt1n al~Qaddal). He flourished in Mekka in the first half 
of the eighth c. A. D., apparently presenting nothing extra~ 
ordinary by himself. Anti-Ismaili propaganda, evidently seizing · 
a misunderstanding, turned him into a veritable monster of 
impiety, a super-human derrl:IOniacal being who lived more than 
two hundred years, intending to "blow up Islam from within'', 
founded Ismailism, was the progenitor of the Fatimid caliphs, and 
so ,forth. • 

This book, devoted to an analysis of the myth., was origin8.lly 
published in 1946 (600 copies), and has become out of print by 
now, while there is still much demand for it. The Ismaili Society 
have decided to reprint it, and this offered an opportun~ty to 
introduce some abbreviations, especially with regard to pp. 132-151 
of the fir·st edition. An Appendix has also been added. 



Once again the author's profound gratitude is submitted to 
the Ismaili Society for their most generous support to research in 
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THE MYTH OF 'ABDU'L-LAH IBN AL-QADDAI;l 

While searching for some information in that great compendium1 
of Shi'ite tradition, al-Kafi fi 'ilmi' d-din (completed probably not 
later than the second decade of the fourth/tenth c.), by Abu 
Ja'far Mu};lammad b. Ya'qiib b. Is};liiq al-Kulini ar-Riizi (d. ea. 
329/941 ), I was surprised to notice that a number of traditions 
were related on the authority of 'Abdu'l-Hih b. Maymiin al
Qaddiil). as the initial rawi. As is well known, references to this 
wortpy, the supposed founder of Ismailism and progenitor of the 
fatimid caliphs, are exceptionally rare in the mediaeval Muslim 
literature which is not in some way or other devoted to the · 
refutation and condemnation of the Fatimid dynasty, thei~ claims, 
and their doctrine. In .. this particular case such r.eferences 
appeared to be of special interest in view of the antiquity of the 
work in which they were incorporated. Being contemporary ,with . 
the period of the rise of the Fatimid empire, al-Kafi is undoubtedly 
based on much earlier sources. I therefore unhesitatingly took 
up the task of searching through this voluminous work,l and my 
labours were rewarded with a collection of no less than 119 
traditions related by 'Abdu'i-lah, including a few related by his 
father, Maymiin al-Qaddii};l. To these may be added one found 
in Kashi's Rijal, two more in the Kitabu·'t-Tarwl;t.id and nine :in 
the Man la yal;t.r/uru-hu'l-faqih by Ibn Babiiya, and 33 in th~ 
Tahdhibu'l-ct:J;,kam by M};ld b. al-I;Ia~n b. 'Ali at-Tiisi (pa~;tly 
rtlpeating those in al-Kafi), as described further on. In addition, 
these y;orks contained some interesting references to 'Abdu'Hab 
b. May:niin and his father. · 

A collection •of almost 150 traditions, however small it may 
really be, nevertheless, presents the first material which can mos~ 
probably be regarded as authentic; For the first time we have· 
material from which to derive our own first-hand impressions as 
to the general mentality or tendencies of the supposed her,esiar~b,. 
without being infl.uenced by the sentim,ents of 111ediaeval sourcesr
I. feel sure that every serious student will be interested to acquain~ 
himself with what . this mysterious person · taught or discussed 
with his associates. 

z 



'2 THE ALLEGED FOUNDER OF ISMAILlSM . ' . 
I have, in my own belief, sufficiently demonstrated elsewhereZ 

that the story of Ibn al-Qaddal), in its innumerable versions vary~ 
ing with the f9rce of the individual imagination of their respective 
:authors, is nothing but an retiological myth. Incidentally invented, 
it was later on gradually developed and polished in the c~mrse 
of long oral or written transmission, in the serVice of anti-Fatimid 
propaganda. It is obviously a hopeless proposition to trace its 
inventor, ·but as far as it is possible to see in the present state 
of our knowledge, it probably appears for the first time in the 
early work, Kitab fi mddi'l-Isma'uiyya, by a certain AbU 'Abdi'l~ 
lah Mul)ammad b. 'All lbn Razzam (or Rizam) at-Ta'i al-Kuff, 
who flourished in the first half o£ the fourth/tenth c.3 It is not 
impossible that he himself was the inventor. The work itself i3 
t9st, and only quotations from it are preserved by latei: authors. 
. The most important literal quotation i~ found in the well-known 
Fihrist of Ibn N adim, composed in the closing years of the same 
fo.urth/tenth c.4 Similar stories about Ibn al-Qaddal) ar·e narrated 
in other early works, such as those by Akhu M ul;sin (i .e. Abu'l· 
lji.tsayn Mul;~mad b. al-'Abid ash-Sharif ad-Dimashq1; who died 
~a. 375/985); Abii'l~I:Iusayn al-Mu'ayyad bi'l-lah Al)mad b. al· 
l:Iusayn b .. ·narun al-Butl;ani (born 333/944, d. 411/1020)

5
; 

'Abdu'l-Qahit al-Baghdadi (d. 429/1038); Amir 'Abdu'l-'Aziz b. 
Shad dad al-1:Iimyari (d. ea. 509/1115), quoted by Ibn al~Athir 
under year 296, etc. It seems that Ibn Razzam's work was ' th~ 
earliest source of the <fiction. · 

its extraordinary success undoubtedly was in no way due to 
its historical reliability, an aspect to which Ibn Razzam's contem
poraries most prolxibly attached no value. In accordance with 
the Italian proverb "se non e vero, e ben trovato", it appea1ed to 
1magination, to the sense of the ),'Om·antic, to ·the primitive reason• 
ing based on "heredity prejudice" which explains :personal 
Virtues or vic.es of · any one by. his belonging either to a "good 
family", or, conversely, by his despicable parentage. The son of 
a saint was expected to be a saint, and heretical opinions reflected 
oil the piety of one's ancestors. When the rapid successes of the 
Fatimids' revealed a mortal danger to the effete and steadi-ly 
deciining Baghdad cali phate, they were proclaimed the ~ vilest 
possible, enemies of Islam, and their doctrine, which had so mu~h . 
success among wide circles of Shi'ite~minded people was treated 
as a most pernicious heresy, a system of belief lying outside' the 
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-fold of Muhammadanism. It followed that ·such objectionable. 
people cou~d not be . descendants of the Prophet through his 
'.daughter Fatima. A dynasty which · professed such impious 
doctrine must certainly be the descendants of 'a most malicious 
:heretic who had conceived the diabolic~il plan of "blowing up 
Islam from the inside, and replacing it with the religion of the 
Magians ( i.e~ Zoroastrians)" .6 · 

The identification of this diabolical founder of Ismailism with. 
4 Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun al-Qaddal) was probably a genuine "brain 
~ave'' on somebody's part. 
Shi'ite Tradition and H er.etii:s. 

Early Shi'ite collections of tradition by no means ignore her.etics 
oQr suspects, alWa.ys passing them over in silence. They warn 
.students about the unreliability of traditions related by them, 
although under certain circumstances they may accept these . 
!Amongst early rliwis there are many ex~ Waqifites, ex-Fatl).ites, 
..etc., and _even ex~Khattabites (as in the case of al-Mufa<;l,<)al b. 
4 ,Umar, Abii Khadija, etc.). Even Abii'l-Khattab himself (cf. 
.CIJ-Kafi, II, 371) is sometimes cited as an authority "before he 
went wrong'' (qabl an ya;fsud). · . 

. Even at an early date experts in Shi'ite tradition carefully 
.Collected all available information about every rliwi, especially 
'ever-y associate Of the Imams who related anything from them, 
:and were certainly very sensitive to any allegations of impiety 
:against them. Moreover, early Shi'ite bibliography reveals an 
interesting fact: from the time that the Ismaili movement made 
-its appearance, many Shi'ite authors had amongst their composi
·tions pamphlets devoted to the refutation Or£ the doctrine of the 
·•.'Qarinatiaris" (an abusive term, implying the Ismailis and 
'Fatimids). Such pamphlets on radd 'ala'l-Qaramit(J) or ala'l
Isma'iJiyya begin to appear in the second, half Qf the third/ninth c., 
:a:nd continue for a century or more. Many eminent Shi'ites, such 
.as Kuli'ni, Ibh Babiiya, and others, are credited with such works.7 
1'his practice was most probably introduced from a desire to 
·insure oneself by such an anti-Ismaili act against possible suspi
-cions and accusations of sympathy; with or complicity in that . 
·dangerous movement.8 In any case it indicates an interest in the 
new movement, its origin, founders, etc., and it i~ unbelievable 
that these authors had never heard about the allegations against 
.. Abdu'l-lah ibn al-Qaddal) and his father. 

·,. 



4 THE ALLEGED FOUNDER OF ISM.AlLISM 

With all this (as is fully discussed further), not only Shi'itO. 
bu~ even-a really remarkable fact-Sunnite tradition preserves a.. 
memory of the worthy as a recognized rawi of Imam Ja'far ~
$adiq, although somewhat unimportant and unreliable. It pre-· 
serves not a single suspicion or accusation of heresy against him,. 
~is memory is perfectly clean. It is onl·y to authors of. anti-Fatimid 
propaganda works t:llat it fell to unearth plentiful, convincing and; 
decisive information about the heretic~t berie£& and the details of 
the diabolic plot of Ibn al-QaddaJ:l. • 

By the end of the fourth/tenth c., when Ibn Nadim compiled· 
his valuable Fihrist, there were in existence, as we have seen.. 
just above, many pamphlets on the refutation of Ismailism. The 
reason why he selected Ibn Razzam's work for quotation in hi~
book is .. not explained. We can only suggest that it was the-. 
allegedly "historical" ~lement which it contained. Most probably, 
other works of this kind were chlefly devoted to. dogmatic discus-c 
!Sio~s and proofs derived from the Coran and J.uldith .. . 
·. 'The story quoted in 'the Fihrist, just as a similar versiqn of a' 
!':iter origin, quoted by Ibn al-Athir; are usual1y credited to the 
authors of these valuable works, Ibn Nadirp. and Ibn al-Athir...
anc:l an important circumstance is invariably overlook~d that both 
of them emphatically decline all responsibility for the veracity., 
of the statements of their authorities. It goes without saying that 
if Ibn Nadim had been quoting a statement which he and every, 
one would regard as absolutely true, there would ·be no need for
such an exonerating stipulation. It is obvious that Ibn N adim,. 
a man of .known Shi'ite sympathies or even possibly connected 
with ISmailism (because, as we may see, he discriminates between. 
the Ismailis and the Qarmatians in his book), simply regarded· 
the story as untrue, or at least as very doubtful. As !1 possible 
suspect he could not offer the Ismaili original versil!ln, but had 
to insert an anti-Fatimid account. His conscientious and religiou•>: 
objections however, urged hirri to exonerate himself from respon-, 
sibility for such falsehoods. Ibn al-Athir, another suspected 
Shi'ite; acted exactly in the same way in similar circumstances:-

Fa~d Geneq.logy not PuNished. 
It is sti'ang~ that wpik .statesmen so clever as the first Fatimid;: 

Caliphs_ deady realized the hann which was l;lound to. be caused· 
ny the' cumulative effect of .this . . propaganda aimed at sowing· 
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'~istrust and suspicion amongst their followers, they never counter
tacted it with publishing an official version of their genealogy, 
whether true or false. Such inaction on their part is usually 
·taken (as by de Goeje)9 as a proof of the falsity of their claims. 
,J have already sufficiently discussed this matter,lO suggesting·, as 
one of several probable explanations, the existence of some kind 

'<Of religious prejudice against the "unveiling those whom God 
-has veiled". It appears now that this suggestion is most probably 
':correct. In his al-Kafi, Kulini, obviously quite an ind~pendent 
·.author, devotes a whole chapter to the traditions from various 
~Imams, describing as a very grave sin the calling by his real name 
',of the-XIIth Imam (who most probably was never born) . The 
,Jmams to whom these traditions are attributed are made thus to 
anticipate a situation which only arose long after their deaths. 

-Thus it is quite possible that such a general prejudice did 
;'l'eally exist in wide Shi'ite circles, and was not specially invented 
,by the Fatimids themselves to suit their ends. It may perhaps 
even have constituted a serious obstacle to their own policy; 
~.but as champions of Shi'ite ideals they had to comply with it.11 
tit is not impossible that the same prejudice lies at the bottom 
.<>f the custom of giving the Imams special surnames under whieh 
~they were known. 

It is quite possible that apart from such religious prejudice the 
'Fatimids were influenced by quite genuine and reasonable fears 
:-as to revealing too much about their connectionS in the countries 
-whence they had sprung but which remained under the control 
"'f their bitter enemies. In these circumstances it was · obviously 
twise to keep secret the subject of their early history and of their 
family. The consequent lack of definite information on a subject 

twhich naturally evoked general interest left the field open to 
ffalsifications which were either J:nallicious, or, perhaps, merely, 
~'so-to-speak, artistic, based on emulation in ingenuity and 
Fimagination. 

The Scope of this Work. 
L· Some one with a knowledge of Shi'ite history,-it may be Ibn 
IRazzam llimself,-was struck with the idea df identifying the 
fmysterious ancestor of the Fatimids and the founder of their 
.<ioctrine with the apparently harmless and unobtrusive person 
'-of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin. Why was this particular early Shi'ite 
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chosen to fill this odious role? An answer to this question would 
obviously require the complete solution of this millennia! enigma. 
in all its implications. For this we have at our disposal only the 
most meagre means. The importance of al-Kafi lies in . the fact 
that it furnishes certain clues, however insignificant, which seem 
to point in the right direction. · . 

E~_en if we could trace the birth and the evolution of the myth. 
of Ibn al-Qaddal; with the help of the most reliable and indisput,.
able materials, w.e should still be far from possessing a complete 
account of the circumstances which led to and accompanied the 
rise of the Ismaili movement. This work does not attempt to solve 
the problem. It is devoted only to the myth itself, and treats of 
questions concerning the oriiin of Ismailism only so far as this is
unavoidable. 

Our first task, therefore, is to collect whatever reliable inform-
ation it may be possible to unearth concerning the genuine (as, 
opposed to the mythical) personalities of al-Qaddal). and his son.
as they . belong to history, not to legend,. 

Secondly, it is necessary to investigate one of the most obscure 
elements of the :myth, that is to sa.y the connection of Maymfin, 
with the Christian gnostic sect of Bardesanes (born ea. 154, d_ 
ea. 222 A.D.), a connection which in course of time became 
crudely intensi[ied in, the form of an allegation .that Maymun was 
a son or descenda:pt of the ancient philosopher. This is particularly 
strange because there is no doubt that in the propaganda ·against 
the Fatimids _and their doctrine full use was made of the Sht.t-
'ubiyya P<lgey. In view of that, one would expect that the here
!Siar.ch would have been made into a Zoroastrian, or at least a . 
M·ap.ichee, and not -into a foll~wer o( an extinct C hristiam sect. 

Thirdly, another important element of the myth which we have 
to clarify is the alleged connection of Maymun and his son wit,h· 
Abu'l-Khartab and his sect. There are many indications that this, 
connection is of paramount importance in the myth. I mean 
precisely in the myth itself, and not either in the beliefs of the 
alleged heresiarchs themselves, or in Ismailism . as ·a doctrine. 

Lastly, there is the question of the clJescent of the Fatimids. 
from Ion al-Qaddal;. The scarcity of biographical information 
about him does not permit us to come any nearer to the solution: 
of this problem, but al-J{afi, and early Shi'ite tradition in genera} •. 
contain certain indications which to some extent are useful for 
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the introduction of necessary corrections into various theories) 
medireval as~ well as modern. 

It is quite possible that early Shi'ite works such as al-Kiifi may 
yield much more information, useful for our purposes, when w~ 
possess properly edited and properly indexed · texts of these 
important works. Unfortunately for Islamology. this field still 
remains unexplored, indeed untouched by r.esearch. 
-------------

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER I. 

1 The work has been repeatedly lithographed in Persia, Najaf and 
Lucknow. · The editions to which references are made are indicated 
further on. It is remarkable how difficult it is to obtain a copy of 
this work in India, and I must acknoWledge my sincere thanks to 
Mr. Asaf iA.\. .A. Fyzee, without whose help I should have been unable 
to obtain the loan of it. 

2 See my "Rise of the Fatimids", pp. 127-156. 
3 So his name is given in L. Massigno;n.'s "Esquisse d'une Biblio

graphie Qarmate", p . 334.. S.o far I could not trace hisl name either 
in Shi'ite or · Sunnite rijal works accessible to me. It is not impos
sible1 however, that he was a son of 'Ali: b. Sa'id b. Razzam al-Qasani 
(Kashii.ni?), from a village in the district (sawdd) of Qasiin, 
apparently flourishing in third/ninth c., mentioned by Najiishi ,(183) 
and in the supplement to 'flisi's "List" (p. 222), Dhahabi and Ibn 
J;Iajar do not mention him. 

4 All references to the Fihrist in this work 3J'e to the Cairo edition, 
1348 A.H. 

5 Quoted and refuted by the Ismaili dti/i J;Iarnidu'd-din al-Kirmii.ni 
in ~is al-Kafiya fi' r-radd 'ald>.J-Harilni al-Qasani (cf. Guide, no. 135). 
Cf. Brockelmann, G.A.L., I, 186, and Suppl. I, 318. Sayyid-nii. l;Iami
du'd-din d0€s not mention the title of the work which he is refuting, 
but it was most probably the Si!yasatu'ZI"murtad.din (Ambros. c., 
186, xxi; Vat. V, 1162-4, referre?- to by Brockelma.nn), 

6 As in. the case of many phenomena in the evolution of early 
Islam, and especially of its sects, accusations such as this do not 
present anything noveL Charges of a similar kind were levelkd 
several . centuries previously by orthodox Christian authors against 
gnostic sects. Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus (b. ea. 386, d. ea. 458 
A .D : ), who wrote soon after 451 A.D., in his work entitled "Com'
pendium of Heretical Fables", says that the gnostic movement was 
"a monstrous delusion, engineered by the devil, with the intention 
of undermining not o.n!ly the integrity, but the very existence of 
the Christian Church" (Cf. E. Buonainti, "Gnostic Fr~ents", 

transl. by E. Cowell, London, 1924, p. 4). , 
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7 In addition to the pamphlets of these two authors, Najii.shi men.,. 
tions two works with the title ar-Radd 'ala/l-Qariintita, by 'Ali b. 
Abi Sahl ·al-Qazwi:ni (186) and the -· famous Shi'ite scholar of Khora
S8Jl (d. 260/874), al-FaQl b. Shadhan (217). Three works have the 
t<itle ar;7Radd 'alii'l-Isma/iliyya: by Faris b. l;Iiitim b. Mii.hiiya al
Qazwil:ii .(219); MJ:ld b. Ibrii.him b. Ja'far al-Kii.tib an-Nu'maru 
(271), 8Jld 1\fl.ld b. M(j.sa al-Katib al-Qazwi:ni (end iv/x c,) (283), 
There is also K. fasdd aqawiWl-Isma''iilliyya 8Jld ar-Radd 'ald'l
·rsma/iliyya fi'Z-ma'ad, both by 'MI b. AJ:lmad al-Kilfi (d. 352/963) 
(189), etc. · 

8 In the great majority of cases in early Shi'ite bibliography it. is 
nQt clear whether these productioru; wer~ indepcnde.n.t pamphletfl or 
yv-ere chapt~rs inserted in larger works for the same purpose of avert
i_n.g pqssible suspicions. A tradition in al-Kiifi (I, 277) shows that 
cases did actually occur iit the second half of the third/ ninth c. 
of either conversion to Ismailism or o~· Ismailis posing as Ithna
~~aris for self-protect~on. The fact that the practice does n.ot 
evoke, anY. spe.cial comment imP,Jies that ,it .was probably not uncom
mon . . "Sai~ al-1;Iusayn b. al-Fii.dl b. Zayd al-Yamii.ni: once my father 
llimse1f wrote a letter (to one of the la.test Ithna-'ashari Imams), 
.8.nd ~el~~d an answer t01 it. I myself also wrote a letter, and also 
received an answer. Then a ~n learned· faqih also wrote (a 

letter to the Im:am), but received .no answer. We made inqUiries, 
and found that the cause of this was the fact that the man ha<! 
turned"Qarmatian (ta~wal Qarma(;iyya1~)". If the tradition is true, 
the ev-ent would have taken place before 260/874. 

9 "l\'Iemoire sur les Carmathes du Bahrein," Leiden, 1886, pp. G-9. 
10 See "Rise of the Fatimid.s", pp. 27-45. 

· 11 Cf. ·afl-Kafi, I (k, 1J,ujja), 84: la yusammi-hi bi'smi-h.i illa. ~afir 
'(as Imam Ja'far says iJi a tradition)-"only unbelievers call hin1 
by his p'ersonal name". It may probably be the case that the taboq 
on the personal name of a saint is not only connected with the 
:Survivals 'of 'ancient magjc beliefs, common among ~indi eve~y; 
where, but also more particularly with specifically Semitic notions 
of this kind (cf. the Jewish taboo on the name of Yahveh). Accord~ 
ing to an e~ly tradition, the Prophet himself objected to certain 
rough pebpJ.e addressing- rum simply by the na.me "MuJ:lainmad"; 
PerhlLps the same idea underlies the surnames, or regnal ' nam-es, 
I . ,. 
of the calip~s. The fact that both Ibn 1;Iawqal and. the anonymous 
author of the DMtu:r<u'l-munajjimin (extracts in de Goeje's "Me
moire", 103-106), both ap;pf!l'ently Ismailis themselves, avoid naming 
'the rmani, n\.ay 'perhaps be . explained by the same prejudice or 
l'eligieus restriction. 

II 
'< AI;..-KAFI AND ITS AUTHOR 

The great store of Shi'ite tradition, al-Kafi fi 'ilnvi'd-ditr, 
by Abii Ja'far Mul)ammad b. Ya'qiib b. Isl;aq al-Kulini ar~Razf, 
<:ontains (according to the 'Aynu'l-gha..zal, referred to below) over 
d6,000 l;tad'iths. It is a standard work which occupieS in: Shi'ism 
.a. position-not unlike that of the Sal;t'il;t of Bukhari in Sunnism. !t 
'is regarded as the final and decisive authority in its sphere. For 
·_the Islamic student it appears to be one of the most interesting · 
and valuable documents of early mediceval life. in Islam, replete 
·with precious information both concerning Shi'ism and generally 
:the life, folklore, legal customs· and ideas,. and cultural evolution 
:of those times. Beyond any doubt it merits the most careful 
(edition, and . especially the compilation of a thorough index. The 
:chief difficulty in its handling is its great bulk, although in· faitv
:ness it may be said that its arrangement is surprisinglysystelt'latic 
and sensible, to a degree much beyond what one might expect in 
the case of so early a work. 

It has been repeatedly translated into Persi'l-ll, conunented upon. 
p..nd so for:th. It seems tqa,t extremely valuable help can be der~ved 
,from an apparently . rtrCent work, the 'Aynu'l-gha..ziil fi fihri~ 
·a.sma'i'r-r~jal, by Fa<;llu'l-lah b.-Shamsi'd-din al-Ilahi, lithographed 
~at the end of the Tehran edition of at-Kafi of 1315/1897.1 This 
.;contain~ ?otes. on the biography. of Kulini, the miracl~ whicb 
occurred. on hts grave, the genera! arr'l-llgement of al-Kafi, the 
'h.lographies of 35 immediate rawr.s of the a~tl:10r, and two alph~
)~til= indices, one of the original raWis, an<;t the other of t~e inte~
~mediary links. The names are arranged iri: strictly alphabet_ic~f 
, order, a rare thing in works of the kit;~.d~ One can onl:y regn;t 
·\hat the author did not go .a step further jn his w:ork by inserting 
references to the pages on whieh each name is referred to. 

~-.. Copies of al-Kafi, usually incomplete, . are quite corimJ.on . i,n 
1
Persia and other Shi'ite localities, although there are not so ma'ny 

·of them in Western libraries, as may be seen from Brockelinann, 
"G.A.L., I, 187, and Supp. I, 320. It was repeatedly lithographed 
i.n Tehran, Tabriz; Najaf; Lucknow, Bombay, etc., ·although 
~pparentl:y always in parts only. It is a pity that 'the excellent 
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Tehran edition, referred to above, does not c.ontain the first 
seven kitiibs. 

Descriptions of the work may be found in various catalogues, 
and it should suffice to mention here l;lriefly that it is divided into 
31 kitabs, each subdivided into numerous babs, under which 
l;adiths on each separate subject are grouped. Residual J;adiths 
are systematically added at the end of each section, forming a 
babu' n-nawadir. 

In addition to the original division, the whole work is also 
divided, for practical purposes, into two unequal parts : the U-.FU.l, 
comprising the first seven kitabs, which deal with questions of 
theoretic theology, religious ethics, etc., and the furu' comprising 
the rest of the work. The latter portion, in its turn, is subdivided 
into two, namely, a portion dealing with duties to God (kitabs 
8-15, on ablutions, prayer, fast, etc.), and a legal code (kitabs 
16-31), comprising the usual fiqh matters, such as marriage,. 
divorce, wills, etc. These divisions seem not to have been observed 
at an earlier period, and it is not impossible that originally each 
chapter ( kitlib) was treated as an independent work, as sometimes 
appears from early bibliographical treatises. 

Kulini's Biography. 
Next to nothing is known as to the biography of the author of 

aZ:-Kafi. He was apparently born even before the beginning of 
the "smaller ghayba", i.e., 260/874, and died in Baghdad pro• 
bably iri Sha'ban 329/May 941. Niirui'l-lah Shtistari, in his 
Ma}iidisu/l-mu'mirtin;2 gives the date as ·328/940. It is said th~t 
he died in the same year as the incidence of the tanathuru'n-nujum, 
probably a particularly grand display of shooting stars (Leoni
dre ?) ' or a year before the death of the last safir or u;akil of the 
concealed Imam, Abii'1-I;Iasan 'Ali: b. Ml).d .as-Samiri. If a refer
ence to these events can be traced .• it would be perhaps possible 
to ascertain the date of Kulini's death more precisely.3 · 

It is quite possible that Kulini led an uneventful life, devoted 
to his. religious and scholarly preoccupations, in his native village 

· ;Kulin.,4 or perhaps in the capital of the province, Ray and ip 
Qum, further south, at that time an important centre of Shi'ite 
learp.ing, whence the majority of his rawis are drawn. When and 
wpy he came to Baghdad, where he died, cannot be ascertained.s 
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As is usually mentioned, it took him twCf!ty years to compil<t 
al-Kafi, which was apparently his life work, and which he com4 

pleted only towards the end of his days. In addition to it he 
compiled a work on Rijal, a treatise on refutation of the Qari:natian 
doctrine ( k~ fi radd 'ala' l-Qarramita), a collection of epistles .of 
the Imams · (k. rasa~ili'l-A'imma), a book on interpretation of 
dreams (fi ta'bi1'i'r-:ru'ya'), and an anthology of poetry in praise· 
of the Imams (Najashi, p. 267). 

Kulini's main work undoubtedly was a product of the same 
movement, also at work in Sunnite circles and initiated by Bu· 
khari, towards the sifting, systematising and arranging of the 
tradition, which was of cardinal importance for the progress of 
Islamic theology. But a different situation prevailed in the Sun
nite world from Shi'ite circles. Not .only was Sunnism every
where protected and encouraged as the state religion of almost 
all the Muslim principalities, and therefore had at its disposaf 
means and possibilities d'enied to Shi'ism, but also it had to a 
greater extent to adjust itself to requirements of ever-changing

·Jife. Shi'ism, on the contrary; possessed predominantty theoretical 
interest, by reason of the fact that it was compelled to lead a. 

. semi-underground existence, emerging in times of relative safety 
and concealing itself when . the harsh rule of fanaticism was un
leashed. It is very difficult to assess the real effect on the Ithna
'ashari sect of the advent of the ghayba, i.e.; the discontinuance of 
the Imamat which forms the central point in every Shi'ite ideology. 
It is, however, possible that the great wave of enthusiasm in the· 
Shi'ite world, which had probably culminated about the beginning 

.of the third/ ninth c. in the crowning moment of al-Ma'miin's:· 
proposed abdication in favour of 'Ali ar-Ri.c;la, began to sink with· 
increasing speed after 260/874. Only the rise oj, the Buyid' 
dynasty, which patronised Shi'ism, gave it a new lease of life in 
Western Persia for about 120 years (320-447/ 932-1055). Kulinf 
has epi.tomized and s-ystematized all that was of importance irr 
Shi'ite tradition, chiefly as taught by t~e Qum school, by the end 
of the third/ninth c. After him there begins a new phase in the· 
development of Shi'ism, namely, the building up of its theological' 
system. 

Qu1JZ and Eastern Schools. 
That important centre of Shi'ite learning in Western .Persia,.. 
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rQum, did not possess a monopoly of Shi'ite thought. Arab geo~ 
.graphers regarded it as a new town which came into existence 

., ,after the Arab conquest, when the jazira,6 or province, with 
·several important villages, was occupied in 23/644 by the troops 

-,of Abii Miisa 'Abdu'l-lah b. Qays al-Ash'ari.7 Thenceforward 
'Qum remained under the domination of Southern Arab clans, 
o;Stich as Ash'ari, MadhJ.:tij, etc. It is noteworthy that Qutri prob
ably was always in close touch with Kiifa and, possibly through 

;the latter, with Madina: several Qumis are mentioned in the 
.entourage of Imam Ja'far.B Later on when the Imams lived mostly 
.as prisoners of state in Baghdad and Samarra, cl.ose contact was 
·~established with those two places. 

In the Eastern provinces of the Iranian world, which became 
.emancipated from the Abbasid caliphate· at an earlier date but 
,p.lways remained under the authority of SUlmite rulers, Shi'ism 
:was widespread at an earlier period. lmiportant Shi'ite centres 
rpf learning were Nishapiir, with the . school of al-Fac).l b. Sha
.dhan,9 and Samarqand, with the school of 'Ayyashi and others. 
l But it seems that there were smaller centres in many other towns. 
.Kashi and Ibn Babiiya amongst their rii:wis mention an amazing 
<;profusion of the natives of almost all corners of Khorasan and 
.. Mawara'an-n·ahr, including such remote localities as Khuttalan. 
All these Shi'ite colonies were soon swept away by the accelerated 

' infiltration of the Turks and the final consolidation of the Turkish 
rule there. It appears that the Khorasani school was fairly 

,]ndepe;ndent of Qum. Kashi includes only seven Qumns and a 
.. single Razi in the list of his direct rliwis, of whom he has twice 
;:as many as Kulini, while the latter apparently had riGt much 
,contact with the East, and does not even refer often to al-Fa<;ll b. 

· .Shadhan Niusel£. · 

' .Scarcity of Shi'ite Works. 
A most interesting and somewhat strange fact to be observed 

with regard to Shi'ite works, both in Western libraries and also 
"in various private coll~tions in Persia and elsewhere, i'S the 
'··scarcity of ·remains of the older literature. Modem theological 
<:olt'ections consist for the most part of quite modern works of 
the Safawid period and later, or of the numberless commentaries 
-on a few of the ancient "classical" works. This is strange in the 

<!light of the lists of the early period which contain hundreds and 
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thousands of different compositions. It seems, however, that this" 
disparity is not a new developlljlent. Ibn N adim, an author with 
obviously strong ·shi'ite sympathies, mentions in his Fihr.ist only 
an insignificant' proportion of the books which existed and were 
in use in his time.10 This cannot be entirely attributed to the· 
fact that the Shi'ites even in normal times were viewed with 
suspicion, and were forced to hide their religious literature. The 
explanation, most probably, lies in the nature of Shi'ite literary 
activities at that time. Theoretic theology as yet did not exist;. 
and · tradition was _everything. In the study of this, the .early 
method of oral instruction was long out of date. Apparently. 
every student not only made notes of the traditions which he. 
tearned with his instructpr, but also probabty copied much from: 
works which were either in general use, or were lent to him by 
his friends. Such note-books were also treated as "book~", pro
vided they reached a certain degree of completeness and systemati: 
sation. It seems, however, doubtful whether many of these were;: 
reallY intended aS books for the use of students or to be put: 
on the market: they probably circulated only within a very limited' 
circle of friends of the compiler, in an insignificant number uf 
c6pies, or were perhaps <;onfined to unique original copies in h1S: 
own possession. This plainly foliows from the established practice 
of the authors of Tijal works who quote the isnads certifying the. 
existence of this or that book. Similarly, this may also be seen 
from the treatment of larger compilations not as units but inerelY,' 
incidental collections of individual books:- chapters. Thus al-Kaf1; . 
itself appears as a collection of 30 or 31 titles.11 There anr 
indications at every step that. the same method of treatment wa~; 
applied ~o every work consisting of several chapters. . ; 
·',It appears that in Kulini's time the practice of. perusing suc:;l{ 
earlier collection of traditions was already well established, an~ 
personal contact with the author was not 'al.ways implied in the 
isniids. With regard to his own rli'Wi,s we shall touch on these. 
matters presently. Thus the task of an epitomiser such as Kulin'i~ 
wouid for tbe most part . consist of searching for such earlier~ 
collections and criticising th~ir reliability, probably by the oldr 
method of the establishing of the fad that each two 11nks of the 
isnild were contemporaries of each other. This method led to an 
extensive search for biographical data concerning the · teachers 
of tradition; and this. is· why so many of these speCialists, as·· a. 
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"J?y-pr_oduct of. their labours, also compiled works on rijal, whic~ 
were most probabl'Y perused over and over again, being incor
poca,ted· in later works of the same kind. 

Kulini's Sources. 

Thus it is not easy to differentiate between the oral and. >yt;i,t.ten 
sources of al-Kaf'i, especially as Kulini very rp.rely acknow
ledges the perusal of other authors' books. In this · respect he 
differs very much from Kashi who on the contrary very . often 
refers specifically to written sources, with the usual formula: 
wajadtu f'i kitab fuliirn bi-khaUi-hi or 1.oajadtu bi-kha!{ f~-tlan. 
Kulini adheres to the traditional phrase "said so-a~d-so", reg;;t.rd-
1ess of whether he had really heard the speaker himself, ~ p 

more pobably (in view of certain indications) had copied> 
from his book or his notes. 

The author of the. 'Aynu'l-ghazal mentions the names of the 
immediate rtiwis of Kulini, and collects biographical information 
:about them from all sources at his disposal. Their n,umber,. for 
such a large work, is remarkably small, being only 35 (Kashi'!l,. 
with his incomparably smaller book, are 'about twice as numerous) .. 
So limited a number of rawis must obviously be attributed ·to 
Kulini's having worked in a small centre and to his having not 
undertaken extensive journeys as Ibn BabUya did . . A high pro
portion of his rawis cannot be traced in any rijal wm:ks an,cl were 
tllus most probably pe<;>ple of purely local importance. Out of . 35 
t'awis ten haveno nisba, two are -'Alawi•s (Say-Jid~), only o~ is 
a Kulini, and two are R.a.:li:•s. Of the remaining twe~ty, Q4m_is, 
mostly Ash'aris by descent, number ten, and the other ten. ~re 
~atives of various places in Persia or Arabia (Kii~i, Yamii.pi, 
.etc), most probably settled in Qum or Ray. Amongst them o~y 
<>ne is a Khonisani; from Nishapiir.12 

~uch a grouping is of real intereSt{ showing partly th~ self
-Sufficiency of the Qum centre, and .Pa~ly Kulini's lack of contact 
with other centres. From the work of Kashi (wpo includes 
amongst his rawis seven Qumis and. one .Razi) it appears as 1£ 
the Khorasanis preserved more tO);lCh with the OUter world, 

Kulini's R&wis. 
Here is a list of those of Kulini's t·iiwis concerning whom some 

• 
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information is available, .particularly those who were authors of 
.books : _ 

1. The only representative ·of the Khora-sani school, :tvlu~am
·mad b. Isma.'il ap~Na-ysabiiri, was the ~af:tib, .i.e., associate possibly 
a disciple, of the great Nishapiiri authority on Shi'ite tradition, 
.al-Fa<.:ll b. Shadhan. Kashi on many occasions (cf. pp. 30, 334, 
etc.) memions as his rtiwi Abii'l-I;Ia>san Mt~d b. Isma'il al-Ban~aqi 
an-Naysabiiri. It is not easy to ascertain whether they are .. <:J:ne 
and ~he same person, thoug4 this seems not imp9ssible. The 
strange 11isba, Bandaqi, is perhaps a corruption of Bayhaqi. AI· 
Fa<;II b. Shadhan mostly resided .in Bayhaq after having been 
banished by the 'fahirids. Kashi knows several persons with the 
name M~d b. Isma'il: One ar-Razi, another Ibn Bazigh (.p. 348, 
to whom 'Ali: b. Nu'man bequeathed his books), and Ibn. Abi 
Sa'id az-Za-yyat. All of them apparently belong to the ruidd~e of 
the third/ninth c. Tabari has seven rawis with the same name. 

2. The most interesting of Kulini's rawis is the Qumi, Abii'l
Qasim Sa'd b. 'Abdi'l-lah b. Abi Khalaf al-Ash'ari al-Quirl,mi 
(d., according to 'Aynu'l-ghazal, afi wilaya Rustam~' 1n 299, 
300, or 3.111912, 923). Najashi (126-127) says that he c6m
posed many books, travelled studying both Shi'ite and Sunnite 
/JadUhs, and was a pupil of Abii I;Iatim ar-Razi, i.e., Ml~d b. 
Idris al-I;Ian~ali (Toosy, no. 599) quite different, of course, from 
the Ismaili philosopher Abii I;Iatim (beg. iv/x c.) who wrote the 
J(itabu'z-Zina. Kashi refers to this rawi very often. In his worl( 
-in Persian, Khtindan-.i Nawbakhti (Tehran, 135111933), 'Abbas 
~q bal has sought to prove that this personage was the real al.!tpor 
<>f the work Kitabu'l-ara'. wa driyanati'sh-Shi'at (ed. by H. Ri.tter, 
l93n, which is usu.a1ly attributed ~o Abii MM al-l:fasan b. Musa 
:an-Nawbakbti, a coritempora.ry ~f Kuli:ni ( ~f. Brockelmann, Suppl. 
i, 319). It is~ possible; however, as Brockelmann suggests, that 
.{!potatimli> identified by 'Abbas Iqbal in Kashi's and 'j.'iisi's works 
merely prove a common origin from, a third source. 

3. Abii 'Ali A~mad b. idris .;J.Ash'ari al-Qummi, died wh1le 
·on_ pilgrimage in 306/918-91~, wrote a Kita&u,'n-nawadir (N

1
aja

·shi, 67). 
· 4. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Sa'id b. 'Abdi'r~Rahrrian al·Hama
d.ani, s~rnamed' Ib~ 'Iqda, d. in Kiifa, in 333/944-945; was 
-?i-iginaUy a Zaydi (Jafiidi) .13 · He compos~d several woti{s, 
~ongst which there was a Kitabu't-ta'rikh and a K. asma' ar~ 
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rijal, a collection of the names of 4000 persons who related 
tradition from Imam Ja'far a~-$adiq. "At least one ltadith~ 

'' related by each person, is quoted". 
5. Al).mad b. Mul).ammad al-'A~imi (according to the 'Aynu'l.:.. 

gho.ziil, apparently the same as Abu · 'Abdi'l-lah Al).mad b. 'A$im 
al;:Kt1fi), lived in Baghdad, and wrote a Kitabu' n-nujum. 

6. · J;Iamid b. Ziya.d from Ninwa ( ?) , a village near al..:};-ta'ir. 
Th~ latter word, meaning a lfenced space, is applied to many
sacred localities (Karbala, Hebron, etc.), but he~e it obviously 
refe~s to a guarter in Samarra, because after al-I;Ia'ir stands 'al{f 
sakini-hi' s-salam (a reference to the still living XII Imam). He· 
was the author of numerous works, and died ·about 320/932. · 

7. Abt1 'Abdi'l-lah al-I;Iusayn b. Ml).d b. 'Imran b. Abi Ba~r· 
al-'Ash':ir1 al-Qummi, surnamed 'Amir al.-Ash'ari. Wrote a K. 
an-nwwadir. . . 

, 8. Da't1d b. Kt1ra al-Qummi. Arranged ( bawwab) the l{ook: 
.of Nawadir by Al).mad b. Ml).d b. 'Isa, and composed k. ar-J!.glmUJ 
ji'l-WUij,u'. . ' 

9. Abt1'1-'Abbas 'Abdu'l-Hih b. Ja'far 1;>. al-Husayn b. Malik 
b. Jami' al-I;Iimyari al-Qtinuni. According to Kashi, 372, he was. 
the "ustadh of Abt1'1-I;Iasan": The latter name is glossed as "Ibn 
Babt1ya's lfather, 'All b. al-I;Iusa;yn." Kulini quotes him either 
directly, or through one intermediary link. Soon after 290/903: 
he went to Kt1fa. Author of many boom, on tawffid, [mamatr· 
medicine, etc. Cf. Toosy, no. 407. 

10. Abt1 Ja'far Ml).d b. 'Abdi'l-lah b. Ja'far b. al-I;Iusayn al:.:. 
J:Iimyari al-Qummi. According to the full name given by Najashi;. 
251, he should have been the son of the preceding rii'Wii, but neither 
Najashi nor Tusi mention this: He corresp6nded with the Imam• 
(not stated which), and composed several books: k.. az_ttuquq; . 
k. al-awti'il, k. al-ard, k. as-samit', k. al-ma.sal;tat wa!l-buJdan, · k. 
Jblis wa junUdi-hi, and k. al-il;ttijaj. All these were obviousl:i· 

collections of }Jadiths. .. 

11. "A~~Saffar"' (coppersmith, as he is usually referred to) ... 
i.p., Ml).d b. a1 al-H,asan al-Qummi, an important rawi of Kulini _ 
who quotes him either directly or through one link. He Js th~ ' 
author of a book entitled B~a'iru/d-darajlit. He is regardyd by· 
.some as one of the 'idda,. i.e., Kulini's authorities, disciples <;>(S,ahll 

• ' 4\, 
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h. Ziyad, but this is doubtful and probably a confusion with M~1d 
b. al-I:fasan b. al-Walid. Toosy, no. 621, simply calls him Qumf,. 
and mentions his oooks and correspondence with the XIth Iman:i. 
Najashi, 251, mentions that ·his grandfather, Farrukh, was a 
m.awla of 'isa b. Mt1sa al~Ash'ari. It i·s not clear whether the 
Ba§a·'iru'd-darajat is the title of the compendium of his composi~ 
tions, or of a small work. The titles quoted by Najashi produce 
the impression of a large compilation on tradition, not unlike al~ 
Kafi, perhaps smaller. It is therefore not impossible that this 
book was a nucleus of the latter. He died in 290/903. 
· It is not clear whether Kulinr's other riiu,;is had any books to 

their credit, but it is most likely that they had. Perhaps some 
of them merely copied the works of their predecessors. Kulini, 
in addition to the immediate rawis mentioned above, very often 
uses information derived from rliwis whom he obviously neVer 

.:met pel,"sonally, but whom he treats in the same manner as those 
whom he had personally met. Much more frequently than Kashi, 
indeed quite regularly, he introduces his isnads with the phrase: 
'idda nvin 0§/:tabi-nii 'an .. ,i.e., "a number of our informer•s relat('d 
from so-and-so". . This plainly implies that several of his 
informers related the J:tadith identically, both with regard to the 
substance and the isnad, as otherwise Kulini is always particular 
to mention the variants, or difference in the isnad. There cannot 
be any doubt ws to the reason of such uniformity: the tradition 
was copied from one. and the same source either because all the 
rliwis concerned wrote at the same dictation, or, more likely, 
copied the tradition from the same original. ln al-Kafi there are 
.several such "second line" riiwis whose informatiqn is related by 
various 'iddas. Here we are chiefly concerned with that of Sahl 
b. Ziyad, an interesting personality, about whom, fortunately, 
some information is available . 

. Abt1 'Ali Sahl b. Ziyad al-A.dami ar-Riizi, according to Naja~ 
. shi, 132, was "weak" ({la' if) and unreliable as a rawi. He resided 
in Qum, • but was expelled from there to Ray on an accusation 
of ghulwww arid kidhb, i.e., · Shi'ite extremist beliefs tending to 

·the deification of the Ima:ms, on the testimony of Al;mad b. Ml).d 
b. 'isa. While residing in Ray, he started a correspondence with 
the Xlth Imam through ('ala yad) Ml:td b. 'Abdi'l-I;Iamid al
'Attar; this was in the middle of Rab. I, 255/beg. March 869. 
.He composed a K. at-taw/J1d, and a K. an-nawlidir. Kashi, 349, 

3 
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:adds that his kunya wa.S Abii Sa'id. He related traditions from 
the IX, Xth and XIth Imams, and was a prolific author:. Both 
Kulini and Kashi, i.e., •representatives of both the Qurni and 
Khorasani schools, quote him protfusely. His extremist opinions 
most probably were the matter of his early years which were 
held not to affect thl:! traditions which he copied from others.l4 
The' date of his death is not recorded, but it is obvious that Kulini 
was born when he was a very old man, or after his death. It 
is easy to see why the author of td-Kafi had at his disposal such 
a plentiful supply of information originating from him: through 
.long .residence in Ray, Sa:hl had left a numerous school behind 
him there. 

My experience with al-Kafi having yielded good resulvs, I 
decided to examine other early Shi'ite works on tradition which 
were available locally, and, through the kindness of Mr. A. A. A. 
Fyzee, in lending me copies, was able to examine Ibn Babuya;s 
K1:tabu't~Taw~tid and Mat~> la yaf:ujuru-hu't-faqih, and the Tahdhi
.bU:l-aJ:r,kiilmJ by Tusi. All these works command high authority in 
Shi'ite literature and, though of later date than al-Kafi, are, 
nevertheless, compiled from very early sources. As far as tradi
tions related by Ibn al-Qadda):t are concerned, they are not so 
rich as al-Kafi in material, and therefore I think unnecessary to 
describe them in detail. The Kitabu't-Tawi;Lid contains only two 
traditions, Man la yaf:ujuru-hu'l-faqih-9; and Tahdhibu'l-ai;Lllam 
·-33, of which the majority are copied from at._Kafi. 

Ibn Babilya. 
In regard to Ilm Bahii·ya, i;e., Abil Ja'far M):td b. 'Ali b. al

I;Iusayn b. Musa b. Babuya al-Qummi (d. 381 or 391/991 or 
1001), and his works, see Brockelmann, G . .A:.L., ~'. 187 and Suppl. 
,J, 321-2. Fo.r the biography of the authrir, based on the traditional 
version, see A. A. A. Fyzee, "A Shi'ite Creed" (Bombay, 1942), 
pp. 6-11. Of his real biography very little is known, but fortu
nately more than about Kulini's, chiefly because he refers to 
certain events in his own works. This material has not so far 
been collected, and the study Olf it may considerably modify 
traditional ideas on the subject. The Kitabu't~Tctwi;Lid ' is ot'le of 
his earliest works, and was composed probably very soon after 
354/965, in which year, he says, he acquired certain tradi
tions (fi 'md ajaz ~i) · in Ha mad an {p. 44). ·This is the latest ' 
date rnentioned in the oook. Nuru'l-lah Shushtari in his Maja-
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.lisu'l-mrU'min'in (pp. 189-193) mentions 355/966 as the date o{ 
]bn Babuya's migration to Baghdad from Ray (probably .after 
the defeat of his patron, the Buyid Ruknu'd~dawla, at the hand·s 
-of the 'ayyars, and the devastation of the capital). The comhi
~ation of the · date 354 with the mention of Hamadan may 
perhaps indicate that Ibn Babt!iya was already moving in the 
-direction of Baghdad earlier. It ·may be recalled that although• 
l1e is known under the nisba of .al-Qumm1, which he probably 
inherited from his father, he seems to have been born artd to 
·have studied in Khorasan. From his raw'is he can be classed 
·entirely as a representative of the Khora.sani school. He refers 
to his studies in Balkh (pp. 11, 36, 61, 133, 300), Marw (pp. 
133, 230, 258), and especiaUy Nishapur where he 'Was living as 

·tate as in 352/ 963 (pp. 192, 215, 326). Amongst his teacher.'i 
·there are people with various Eastern nisbas, such as $ughdi 
.(pp. 133, 230, 258), Farghani (p. 54) and also such as Ruyani 
(Ruyan is a district in Miizandaran), and Sarandibi (from 
Ceylon?), as on p. 268. On the other hand, Kufa is also men
tioned (p. 181) as a place where he received information 
[(though this may be a la;ter interpolation). He never met Kulini 
personally: he quotes him through one link, Ml~d b. Ml.1d b. 
~I~am al~Kulini, but such quotations are not numerous. He 
•Qccasionally quotes · Kashi, i.e. Atbii 'Amrw M~d. b. 'Amrw 
;('Umar?) b. 'Abdi'l-'Aziz al-An~ari al-Kaji (or ai-Kachi?) ., 
.Was the original ~orm of Kash really Kaj or Kach? This town 
~became later on known under the name of Shahrisabz. 

Ibn Babuya's famous work on Shi'ite fiqh, M an la Yai;Lrjuru-
1r.u'l-faqih, was, as its title indicates, most probably intended as 
-a popular manual on the subject. For this reason,· apparently, 
'the lengthy risnads are suppressed, and only the first ·or initial 
.~auti is referred to. At the end, however, there is a complete 
list of isnads with their _variants (!uruq). These isnad~ are 
·ilrrangl!d in an alphabetical order, discus.sed and commented. 
upon in 'the third volume cJf the Mustadrak (pp. 547-71~). The 
~ifferences in refe~eilces to Ibn al-Qadda~ in this pook and ai: 
Kafi, wit11 regard to their number, is obviously due to the fact 
-that the large majority of th_e traditions related by this worthy 
l"elated to prayers and to discussion of matt~rs not directly con
pe~ted with the subjects with which the system of · fiqh is 
.concerned. · 

'· ·~< 
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Tusi. 
· On Abt1 Ja'far MI:d b. al-J;Iasari b. 'All at-Tiisi surnamed! 

'Shaykhu'!-Ta'ifa, ot simply ash-Shaykh (d. in Kufa ea. 460ft 
1068) ,, the author o0f the classic work on Shi'ite friqh, ·the Tah ... 
dhibu'l-a,[lkiim, as also of the well-known Shi'ite bibliography,• 
edit~d as ''Toosy's Ji.st of Shy'ah. Books." by A. Sprenger (Cal
cutta, 1853-5') and of tm.ny other works, see Brockelmann, G.A. 
L., I, 405, and Suppl. I, 706-7. The Tahdh'ib, its rliavis etc., ar.~ 
discussed at length in the same third vol. of the M ustadrak (pp: 
719-757). Although as an author of the fifth c. A.H. he cannot 
be classed as an early authority, nevertheless his work deserveS! 
examination because it is simp1y a compilation from early sources. 
The author copies pages and pages from al-Kafi15 and other 
earlier coll~tions, and for the student the value of his work 
chiefly lies in the numerous quotations from works which were' 
later lost. 

It is interesting to note a difference in technique: Kulini care~ 
fully mentions all links of all the isniids in his work. Ibn Babftya 
mentions only the first raW£, and for the intermediary links 
refers his reader to a special chapter at the end. 'fiisi occupies 
an infennediary position, quoting sometimes complete, isnads,; 
sometimes only the earlier links in these. It is noteworthy, how
ever,_ that he never retters to the title· of the source, but merely' 
to the name of the author, in terms which may appear to imply 
oral transfer of the tradition. For instance, lie ·never mentions. 
the title of al-kafi, but simply says: 'an MIJ.d b. Ya'qiib. In thi; 
case no do~bt can arise as to the use of a written document 
because Kulini died long before 'fusi was born; but this method' 
of quotation causes much difficulty in the case of less knowrr 
authors. t 

With regard to the traditions related by ' Ibn al-Qaddiil: thi 
author simply copies 'al-Kiifi on 14 occasions, out of .30. These' 
are .the .cases :which are fully acknowledged,16 but in reality their· 
number must be much greater, and probably many of those iri 
which o~ly early riiwis are referred to are also taken from thli 
same work. Such for instance are two quoted directly from! 
Sahl b, Ziyad, one from Ibn Fac;lc;lal, one from Ja'far b. MI:d al.! 
Ash'ari', and one from . Kulini's favourite authority, ~-~affaf.... 
From some othet source · ar~ apparently taken the traditions. 
quoted from al-l;fusayn b. Sa'id (b. J;Iammad b. Mihrii.n al-'-
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rAhwiizi, who flourished towards the end of the third/ninth c., 
(;,cf. Najashi, 42-5), -and Sa'id (Sa'd?) b. 'Abdi'l~Iah (b. Abi 
Khalaf al-Ash'ari al-Qummi, who died either in 299/912 or 311/ 
923, cf. Naj. 126-7). 

Six traditions are derived from MI:d b. 'Ali b. Mal)blib al
<Ash'arial-Qummi (Naj. 246-7), a favourite source of 'fiisi. He 
was a prom~nent member of the Qum school, author of many 
rworks, and flourished about the end of the third/ninth c., and 
•the beginn~ng of the next. It is quite possible that his materials 
·-are used in the Tahdhib. directly. The other source, probably aiso 
'used directly, from which five traditions are derived, is Ml)d b. 
::AI;mad b. Yal)ya b. 'Imran b. 'Abdi'l-lah b. Sa'd b. Malik al
,.Ash'ari al~Qummi, who flourished about the same time as the 
'preceding one, cf. Naj. 245-6). He was the author of mauy 
'works amongst which the most popular was his N aw adirtt!l
.. IJ.ikma, much admired by the Qumis, who have given it a special 
·mame, Dabbat Shubayb.t: · 

'. : FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER II, ,, . '. " · ... 

1 It is quite possible tha~ his note is chi~fly based on the Musta
,drak. 
· 2 Cf. the lithographed Tabriz edition (not dated), p. _148. 

3 Najashi (185) mentions 329 quite definitely as the year of the 
:.shower of shooting stars. 
• 4 Various sources vocalize this name differently. Of, P. Schwarz, 
"Iran im Mittelalter", p, 796. The village was situated at a day's 

'n~.arch (six farsakhs) from Ray, in the district of . . Qawsin. The 
;name Kulin, Kaiin, Kilin, K'llin, even Kulan (arabicized, of course, 
by the "learned" into "Kulayn"), obviously consists of a root k-l 

;and the common Persian suffix, -in, which appears in so many 
·pJace names. The root k-l may have been autochthonous, but the 
"P&sibility cannot be excluded that we have here simply to deal 
f\vith P ersian adjective giliin or gulin, i.e. "abounding in clay", or 
''flowery", ''abounding in flowers", from gill or gul. In the Arabic 

r·script such a reading would not be impossib'l>e.. The place in the 
<time of Kulini was> apparently a: medium-sized village with a small 
bazar. 

5 The author of the 'Aynu'l-gha~al has carefully col'l.ected all the 
·ilnformation relating to Kulini's biography in Shi'ite literature, which 
1Js remarkably meagre. It is unfortunate for the student that, con~ 
.. trary to the practice of Ibn Biibii.ya, Eu.Uni seems never to refer' 
'1:o himself in his book. 
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6 In my "Rise ·of the Fatimids" (footnote on pp. 20-21) I have 
already drawn the atten.tion of students to the use of the term jazira: 

., in the sense of "province". 

7 Cf. P. Schwarz, op, cM., 557-56.8. 

8 Cf. Kashi, 213, 314. On p. 318 there is a mention of a certain:. 
al-I_Iusayn b. 'Ubay<,U'l-Hih who emigrated from Qum "at the time .. 
when the people suspected of Shi'ite extremism were leaving it". 

9 In the time. of AbU Ml).d al-Fa<;U b. Shii.dhiln b. al-Jalil (Kh!llil?) 
al-Azdi an-Naysaburi, Nlshiipur was only beginning to develop tnto· 
animportant town under 'Abdu'l-lii.h b. 'fii.hir (213-230/828-844), the 
famous de 1 facto independent ruler of Khorasan. He exiled al-Fa4J; 
b. Shii.dhii.n from the town, and the latter took refuge in the distn.ct. 
of Bayhaq (N. W. from NishApilr), where he died in 260/874. He· 
was a very old man when he received news that the ~affarid troops: 
(here called Khawii.rij, i.e. Kharijites) had defeated the last Tahirid, 
occupied Nishii.pflr, and weve moving on further. He fled from the
village where he was living but, exhausted by the journey, he col• · 
lapsed and died (Kashi, 336). The list of his workS! comprises over · 
180 titles, many of them probably chapters from larger works. · 

10 It is interesting that Najashi, who completed his bibliography 
so.on after 436/1045 (because this is the latest date mentioned in 
the text, p. 193), explains in the beginning of his book that the · 
reason for its oompUation was the allegations of the public that 
the Shi'ites had no literature of their own. 'From this we may· 
rightly infer that copies of Shi'ite works were not easily accessible. 

11 T.Usi' (:o.o. 709) counts only so. kitabs in al-KW/i. 

12 On what Kullni invariably calls 'idda mm a.fiJabi-nii, "a numbe:r · 
of our friends" i.e. the local rawis who probably related certain · 
traditions, or groups of traditions, identically, see. further on. 

13 Another instance of acceptance of a tradition related by Zaydli 
rawis is the case of Yal).ya b. 'Abdi'l-lii.h Abi'l-I_Iasan $al.J,~i'd-Day
lam, obviously one of the early Zaydite rulers in Tabaristan, a pre
cursor of the independent Alid dynasty which ruled there between: 
250/864 and 316/ 928. 

14 A long • and detailed note on Sahl b; Ziyii.d, discusSiing his ·. 
alleged unorthodoxy, is given in the Mustadrak, III, 666-673, in the· 
note on Marwii.n b. Muslim, 

15 While reading the Tahdhiib, with attention to the isniids of the· 
traditions which are quoted, one may receive the impression that 
the author did not consult al-Kaf'i wh:en starting his work. Btlt in· 
the latlter half he is copying from Kulini all 'the time, rarely using 
other sources. 
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16 Out of 33 separate traditions three are literal repetitions, so 
that in reality there are only 30 of them. 

17 These early works on tradition most probably perished early 
or were later on superseded by such works as al-Kafi and the 
Tahdhib. As far as I could see in Persia, the later is generally 
much more valued than al-Ka!i. This is most probably due not only 
to the fact that it is limited to fiqh subjects, a.n.di is more complete 
tliatl Kulini's compendium, but also because it incorporates in the 
text various critical and explanatory remarks of the author which 
may be of much use to student, while in al-Kaji traditions are 
quoted without explanation. 

' 
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TRADITIONS RELATED BY IBN AL-QADDA.I;I 
AND HIS FATHER 

-·· 

As · the text of al-Kfifi is available in printed form, and as the 
absence of MSS locally does not permit me to suggest variants 
or emendations, the traditions are here given only in translation_.. 
with a few comments. To economise space the following abbre
viations have been introduced: 

Traditions related by 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun are marked with 
(A), those related by his father with (M), and those related 
by 'Abdu'l-lah on the authority of Maymun-with (A+M). 

AMQ stands for the full name of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymuu 
al-Qadda}:l. 

' Idda='idda min Gf/:tiibi-nii 'an .. 
IQ= Ibn al-Qadda}:l. 
JMA=Ja'far b. M}:ld al-Ash'ari (Qumi), an early rawi, see 

further on. 
JS=Imam Ja'far 3.!?-~adiq (here mostly called Abli 'Abdi'l

lah). . 
Mhd=Muhammad. 
SZ= Sahl b. Ziyad, a raW'i, see above. 

1. FROM AL-KAFl. 
I. Kitii.bu'l-'aql wa'l-jahl, subdivision on fa4lu' l-'ilm. 

B ab thawabi'l-.muta' allim. 

1. (A+M), p. 17.1 M}:ld b. al-J:Iasan and 'Ali b. M}:ld-SZ 
and M}:ld b. Yalna-A}:lmad b. M}:ld-all from JMA-AMQ-JS .. 
And also 'Ali b. Ibrahim-his father-I):ammad b. 'isa-al-Qacl
da}:l-JS: 

"Said the Apostle of God: Whosoever walks along a path in 
search for knowledge, God walks along with him on the path 
to Paradise. Verily, angels spread their wings under the feet of 
those who search for knowledge, admiring them. Every one1 in 
the heaven and on earth, and as far as the Whale in the Sea, 
pray God to forgive (their sins) to those who search for know
ledge. The scholar surpasses in merit the devotee a.5 much as 
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the full moon surpasses (in its light) all other celestial bodies 
on the night skies. Verily~ scholars are the heirs of the prophets. 
Verily, the prophets do not leave to their heirs gold cir silver 
money, but knowledge ('ilm). And whoever is benefited by itr 
he receives it as great happiness."2 

Bab su'iili'l-alim wa tadhakkttri-hi. 
2. (A). p. 19. 'Ali b. M}:ld-SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"This (=religious) knowledge is under a lock, the key to 

which is inquiry". 
· 3. (A). p. 23. 'Ali b. M}:ld-SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS from his 

.ancestors : 
"A ~:.Jan came once to the Prophet, and asked: What is learn• 

ing ('ilm) ?-The Prophet replied: Fairness.3-The man asked 
:again : And what more?-The Prophet replied: Listening to 
(istima' ).-The man asked: And what more?-The Prophet 

:said: Keeping in mind (~if.?) .-The man asked: And what else? 
,....... The Prophet replied: Acting (.in accordance with knowledge, 
'amal) .-Then the man asked: And what more?-T~e Prophet 
repl~ed: Spreading it ( nashru-hu) ". 

II. Kitabu' t-tawJ:t,id.-Nil. 
Ill. KitabU'l-J:t,ujjat.4 

Bab amw-hu lays mrina'l-J:t,gqq fi aydi'n-niis illii ·ma kharaj min 
"ind.i'l-A'imma. . 

4. (M). p. 203. 'I dda min ~J:t,abi-na-..:..al-I;Iusa.yn b. al~I;Iasan 
b. Yazid-Badr-his father-Salam Abu 'Ali al-Khurasani
Salam b. Sa'id al-Makhziimi, who said: 

"I had an interview with JS, when entered 'Abbad b. Kathir, 
the Ba~ra· devotee ('abid ahU'l-BGfra) and Ibn Shuray!;,5 a judge 
in . Mekka (faqih ahl M akka) , while Ma ymiin al-Qaddal), a maw
la of Abii Ja'far ( Imam Mu}:lammad a1 Baqir), was also present. 
:(In the course of the conversation) 'Abb.ad b. Kathir asked JS 
as to in how many pieces of cloth the Apostle of God was wrapped 
as in a shroud (at the burial). To this JS replied: In three 
pieces, two of nomad manufacture ( ~aJ:t,ariyya), and one ~bra 
( ?)6. (Apparently) on account of cold, 'Abbad b. Kathir moved 

·as if to move off ( izwarr) on hearing this. Then JS added: 
Verily, the date tree of Maryam was in reality a bunch of dates 
'('ajwa), which descended from the heaven. Good dates are those 
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which keep in the bunch, and those which fall off upon earth, 
these ::rre bad (lawn)". 

"\Vhen they came out from the presence of JS, 'Abbad b. 
Kathir said to Ibn Shurayl): By God, I did not undetstand what 
JS was aiming at in the simile which he mentioned in his answer 
to me.-Said Ibn Shurayl) :· This servant (ghulam )...-..<i.e., May
mii'n,-will explain 1t to thee, he is one of them.-'Abbad asked 
him, and Maymtin said : Thou dost not understand this <~ 
'Abbad said: No! by Go! !-Maymii.n said: He aimed at himself, 
making thee to understand that he was a descendant of the 
Apostle of God, whose wisdom ('ilm) remains with his progeny. 
·What (knowledge) comes from them is reliable, and what comes 
from others is picked up, liqat." 

IV. Kitabu'l-iman 'WCil-kufr. 
Babu'l-'ifjat. 

5. (A) . p. 336. 'Iddar--SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"Am'iru:~-mu'min'in ('Ali b. Abi Talib) used to say: The best 

form of devotion is continence (self-restraint)". 
6. (M). p. 337. Abii. 'All al-Ash'ari-MI;d b. 'Abdi'l-Jabbar~ 

ba'cj a._s-~abi-hi--Maymii.n al-Qaddal): 
"I heard Abii. J a 'far (Imam Ml)d al-Baqir) saying: There is 

no better form of devotion than one's restraint of himself in food 
and lust". ' 

7. (A). p. 342. 'Ali-his father-JMA-'Abdu'l"lah b. Maff-
mii.n- JS: . 

"Once Amiiru' l-inu'min'in, on entering a mosque, saw at the door 
a man with an expression of utter sorrow, and asked him the 
reason. The man replied: My father, brother and sister dred, 
and I am afraid to die.-'ALI said to him : Have fear of God .and 
patience. Follow this always (ghadan). Patience (self-control) 
in life is like the head of the body: when the head is separated 
from the body, the body perishes, and so when one loses the 
control over himself in life, his life becomes ruined." 

Bab l)usm'l-khulq. 

8. (A). p. 348 .. 'Iddar--SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"SaidAmitru' l-mu'min'in: The (true) faithful (Muslim) should 

be sociable. One who does not associate with others, and one 
with whom others d.o not associate, is good for nothing." 
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Babu' ._s--._s-amt wa ~if?i'b;lisan. 
9. (A). ·p. 353~ 'Jddar--SZ-JMA_:_Ibn ai-Qaddiil)-'-JS: 
"Said Luqman to his son: if thou thinkest that speech is of 

.silver, then silence is of gold".. ' 

Bab filati'.r-ra~m. 
10. (A). p. 370, 'IddtJ-SZ-JMA-AMQ--:Abii 'Ubayda al• 

Khadhdha-Abii. Ja'far (Ml)d :ai:.J;3aqir) : , · 
"Said the Apostle of GOd: Good deeds that bring the quickest 

reward are deeds of mercy". 

B abu' l-mu._s-al)afa. 
11. (A). p. 385. 'Iddar--'SZ-JMA-IQ-'-]S: 
"Once the Prophet' met I;Iudhayfa and stretched out his hand 

'to him, but I;Iudhayfa withdrew his hand. The Prophet asked:: 
Why didst iliou withdraw thy hand when I have stretched . out 
mine to thee? I;Iudhayfa replied: 0 Apostle of God, I wish very 
much to tou2h thy hand, but I was in the state of impurity, and 
I did not like that my hand should touch thine while I am iu. 
such state.-And the Prophet said: But know that when two· 
:Muslims meet and greet each other, their sins become cancelled, .. 
just iike dry leaves fall down from trees." 

B ab i!' ami' l-mu' min. 
12. (A). p. 394. The same isnad: 
"Whoever feeds a Muslim so that he eats to sati-sfaction, no · 

·one can know how much Godt will reward him in life after death,. 
neither human beings, nor the angel of a superior rank, nor even< 
·a prophet, apostle of God. Only God, the Lm·d of the" world¥, 
knows this. Then JS added: Feeding of a hungry Muslim is re-: 
<4uired for earning forgiveness- of God.-He recited the word of 
God (XC, 14) : . . "or feeding on the day of famine an orphaw. 
'who is akin, or a poor man who lies in the dust" .. 

Babu/r-riya'. 
13. (A) . p. 431. The same isnad: 
"Said JS to 'Abbad b. Kathir al-Ba!?ri in the mosque: W oe to

thee, 'Abbad, for thy hypocrisy! Verily, one who.atts· not as Goer 
commands, God abandons him to him, on whost; instigations he-: 
acts ( Satan ? ) " 
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14. (A). p. 432. The same isniid : 
"Said Amiru'l.:.mu'minin: Fear God in such a way which needs 

."110 apologies, act without hypocrisy, not· merely for acquiring 
,good reputation. Verily, who acts not in accord with the com
·mand a£ God, God abandons him into (the results of) his acts." 

_JJabu'l-baghy. ' ' 
15. (A). p. 444. The same isniid: 
"Said the Apostle of God: Verily, the evil act which receives 

,the quickest punishment is arrogan~e.1' 

_Bab mujaklsat ahli'l-"»UL'a~i. 

16. (4\). p. 462. The same isnad: 
· ."Said Amiru'l-mu'minin: Whosoever believes in God and 
·.llhe Last pay, he will not find himself in the position of a suspect." 

,Bab 'uqubati'dh-dhanb. 
17. (A). p. 486. The same isnad: 
"Said the Apostle of God: Verily, God says : By My glory and 

,greatness! I do not bring any of My slaves from this world with
out My .wishing to take mercy on him, so that. all his sin~ should 

!be expiated by illness of his body~ poverty, or fear about his life. 
And if after thi·s anything remains uncancelled, I make his death 

·hours painful. By My glory and greatness! Verily, I do. not 
take any of My slaves from this worl<l with intention to torture 

)llm, I reward every good action of his either by affluence, health, 
safety of life; and if something still remains to his credit, his 

~death becomes easy to him." 
. · ~8. tA). p. 493. 'Ali b. Ibrahim"-his father, anJ_ 'icfdar-SZ 
(bo!h together)-JMA-IQ-JS: 

"Verily God .. 7those who feed them and love them, by His 
,mercifulness, and brings them to Paradise by His grace, so that 
misfortunes and calamities pass by them without affecting them 

-in any wa,y." · 

V. Kitabu'l-ad'iya (or Kitabu'd-du'a).B 
rBab fcuf,li'd-du'a' wa'l-l;zathth 'alay-hi. 

19. (A). p. 253. 'Idda.-SZ-JMA- IQ- JS: 
"Said Amiiru'l--mu'minin: The most pleasing .action to God on 

..earth is prayer, and the most meritorious form of worship is 
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chastity/' JS added,: "Amiru'l-mu'minin himself was always-
praying very much." 
Bab anna'd-du'a' silal;zu'l-mu'min. 

20. (A). p. 253. The same isnad: 
"Said Amirtll-mu'minin: Prayer shields the believer. Wherr 

thou committest an act of impiety, knock at the door, and it will' 
be opened to thee'~. 

Bab anna man da'a ustujib la-hu. 
21. (A). p. 254. Ml).d b. Yal).ya-Al).mad b. 'isa-al-I;Iasan b;

'Ali-AMQ-JS: 
"Prayer is a store of Divine forgiveness, just as a cloud is a. 

store of rain water.'•' 
22. (A). p. 254. '/dda.-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"No worshipper stretches out his hand to God, the Great, the · 

All-Powerful without God's saving him from taking it back 
empt·y. He fills it with the! blessing (fa;4l) of His mercy, as H~ 
wllls. (Therefore) if any one of you prays to God, he should not: 
take back his hand without passing it over his face or head." 

Babu'l-iqbiil 'alii.'d-du'ii\ 
23. (A). p. 254. The same isniid: 
"Said Amiru'l-mu'minin: God will not accept the prayer of a. 

negligent man.-'Ali als.o used to say: When any one of you prays; 
over a dead man~ he should not do this while his heart is indiffer-.,
ent towards the man over whom he prays. He must concentrate
on his prayer." 

B abu' 1.-ill;tiiJ; fi' d-du' a' . l , 

24. (A). p. 255. The same isnad: 
"Said the Apostle of God : God takes mercy of the worshipper

~ho prays for what he needs insistently, whether his pra.yer is 
lieai:d, or not . . And he recited the verse (XIX, 49) : . . . "and wilf 
pray my Lord that I be not unfortunate in my prayer to my 
Lord.'' 

Babu'l-'umam fi'd-du'a'. 
25. (A). p. 257. The same isnad: 
"Said the Apostle of God: When any one prays, he should 

put on a turban on his head, this is necessary for {the effective
ness of the) prayer."9 j , 
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/3abu'~-$aliU (ala Mul;tannril,(]d wa ahl bayti~hi. 
26. (A). p. 258. The same isnad: 

,, "Said the Apostle of God: D.o not make me like the cup of a 
riding man who tfi'lls it up and drinks whenever he wants. Make 
me (mentioned) in the beginning of the prayer, at the end of it, 
$nd in the middle." 

27. (A). p. 258. The same isntid: . 
"Said the A.postle of God: Those who pray for me, and the 

.angels of God, may either shorten their invocations, or prolong 
-these." 

28. (A). p. 259. The same isnad (instead of IQ here stands 
:Abu'l-Qadda.J:i) : 

"Said JS: Once my father (Ml)d al-Baqir) heard a member 
,of his family uttering the invocation: "God, bless Mu}:tammad." 
~he Imam said: Do not cut thy invocation at this, and do not 
.. (ieprive us (i.e. descendants of the Prophet) unjustly from oor 
right. Say: God, bless Mul)ammad and his progeny." 

.'Bab dhikri'l-lah kathircm. 
29. (A). p. 259. The same isniid: ,_ 
"Said JS: There is no such thing which should not be done up 

to its proper limit except for the mentioning (dhikr) of God: 
to this there is no limit. · God has prescribed certain duties, and 
-those who discharge t{lese, do these · to their limit. Those who 
fast through the month of Rama<;lan, this month completes their 
fast. Those who perform pilgrimage, complete th~ir obligations. 
'Quite different it is with dhikr. God does not accept it· if it is 
-insufficient, and He has not laid any limit to it~'. (He pr.oceeds 
to repeat the same idea, meptioni.ng, that lmam Ml)d al-Baqir 
was always busy with tfhikr, even ai:nidst other precicctipatiop.s. 
When one does this, Shaytans go away from him, and the in
'habitants of the .heaven approach. Uttera:nces of the Prophet to 
the same effect) • · 

Babu'l-qawl (inda'l-i$bal;t wa'l-imsa'. 
30. (A). p. 264. The same isnad: 
"Every day that comes upon man says to him: I am a new 

.day, a .witness against thee . . Act well during my · duration, and 
:Say good, so that I may testify this on the , d<;ty qf Resurrection; 
-verily, thou shalt never see me again. Said . JS: 'Ali used tp say 
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at the evening: Welcome, new night, and (the day) the witness 
recording our deeds! Write against my name ('alayyaf') the name 
<>f God.-Then he used to mention God." 

Babu'd du(ii (inda'n~nawm .. wa'~-intibah. 
31. (A). p. 268. Idda-A}:tmad b. Ml)d-his father__:_'Abdu'l-

lah b. Maymiin-JS: -
"The Amiru'l-mu'minin used to pray: God, I take refuge with 

Thee from polluting or bad dreams, from the tricks of Shaytan 
played with me, either in sleep or waking." , 

32. (A). p. 269. 'I.ddar-SZ and Al)mad b. Ml)d togetlter
JMA-IQ-JS: 

"When the Apostle of God reposed on his bed, he ~sed to 
repeat: God, in Thy name I live, and in Thy name I die t-When 
he was awaking from, his sleep, he used to say: Praise be to 
God who brought me to life after H~ m~de me die, and to whom 
is Resurrection ( wa itay-m' n-nu,fhur) !-J S added : Who, when 
going to. bed, recites the ayatu'l-Kursi three times (etc., several 
other iiyas), then t'wo Shaytans, whether they want to or not, 
will be appointed to guard him against the unruly devils. With 
them will appear thirty angels of God who praise Him and 
glorify Him, imploring Him that the . believer should wake up 
-from his sleep, and that the meritoriousness of their own actions 
:should be credited to him." · 

Babu' l-l;tirz wa'l-'adhat. 
33. (M). p. 276. 'AII b. Ibrarum-his father-some of his 

:authorities-al-Qadda,l)-JS: 
"Said Amtru'l-mu'minin: The Apostle of God recited an in

·Cantation over J:!asan and J:!usayn, saying: I entrust both of you 
to the protection of God, to the perfect words of God and to all 
.His great names from tbe evil of lofty .or nimble (smelling' or 
~crawling), from the evil of every staring eye, from the envy of 
·every envying.- Then the Prophet turned towards us, and said: 
In this way Ibrahim, Isma'il and Isl;aq were asking God for 
:protection." 

VI. Kitab fatfli'l-Qur'an . 
IJ!Jabu'l-b.uyac' allati y.uqrci fi-ha't-Qur' iin. 

.34. (A). p. 287. (Idda-SZ~Ja'br b. Mlld b. Abdi'Hiih (al
·Ash'ari?)-IQ (Abii'l~Qa.ddal)).:.,_ JS ·: 
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"Said Amiiru'l-mu'min'in: In the house in which they recite 
the Coran and mention the name of God, His blessing will in· 
<:rea5e, angels will be present, Shaoytans will depart from it, and 
the inhabitants of Heaven10 will shine (there) just as stars shine 
to the inhabitants of earth. And in the house in which the Coran 
is not read, nor the name of God mentioned, its blessing will 
depart, angels wili go away, the Shaytans will collect." 

. ·VII. Kitabu'l-'ishrat. 
Babu't-tasl'im. 

35. (A). p. 294. '/ddib-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Said JS: When one of you utters the sentence "saliim 'alq,y

kwm" he should say it loudly. He should not say: I greeted them 
but they did not return my greeting. Perhaps he spoke the salam 
to them; but did not hear their reply. When any one of you 
returns the greeting, he also should do it loudly. The Muslin} 
should not say: I spoke the salam to them, but they did not 
return my salam.-Then J S added: 'Ali used to sa,y : Do not 
become angry, and do not make others angry! Speak the salam 
to every one, speak to every one kindly, pray at night when 
others· are asleep, so that you may enter Paradise in peace." Then 
he recited to them the verse (LlX, 23) : .. "He is the Peace
giver,· the Faithful, the Protector .. " 

Bab man yujib an yabdci bi's-salam. 
36. (A) . p. 294. (Idda?):-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Said JS: One who rides speaks the salihn first to the pedest:-

rian, and the one who stands does this to. the one who sits.'' 

Babu'l-'i!as wa't-ta.Sm'it. 
37. (A). p. 296. The same isniid: . . 

- "Said the Apostle of God: The truth of the story is testified: 
by (some one's) sneezing."ll 

Bab ikrami'l-karim. 
38. (A). p. 297. The same isnad. 
"Said JS: Two men came to Amiru'l-mu'minin and he gave 

each one a cushion to sit on. One of them sat down, but the 
.other refused to sit. AM said to himi: Sit down on it, verily,. 
only asses refuse to accept a sign of respect.- Then he added:: 
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The Apostle of God said: When a respectable man comes to you,.. 
stand up, and show respect to him." 

B abu' d-di' ab a wa! rj,-cf,aJ:tk. 
39. (A). p. 298. The same isnad : 
"Said 4miru'l-mu'min1n: Beware of joking (at some one's 

expense), because this creates hatred, which leads _to malice,-it 
(joking) is "mild abuse.'·' 

VIII. Kitabu't-Taharat.12 

B abu' s-siwak. 
40 (A). p. 8. 'Ali b. Ml;d-SZ and 'Ali b. Ibrahim-his father, 

together,-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"Two rak'ats of regular prayer (~alat) recited after teeth have 

been cleaned are more meritorious than seventy rak' ats recited 
· with teeth not cleaned. Said the Apostle of God: If it had not 

been rather difficult for my people (followers) to do (always), 
verily, I would have prescribed to them the cleaning of teeth 
before evry regular prayer." 

Babu'n-nawadir. 
41. .(M?) p. 21. 'Ali b. Ml).d-SZ-JMA-al-Qaddal; (sic)l3 

JS: . 
"Said the Apostle of God: The opening ·ofl the prayer is ablu

tion ( wurj,u'), its consecration ( taJ:tr'im ) is the pronouncement of 
the formula "God is Great", and its di·ssolution is the formula 
of tasl'im." 

IX. Kitabu'l-jana'iz. 
B ab talq'ini' l-mayyit. 

42. (A). p. 34. 'ldda--SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"VVhen some one of the family of Am'iru'l-mu'1ninin 'Ali was 

;dying, he used to recite the prayer as follows: "say: there is no . 
deity except God, the High the Great ( al-' Al'i at~' A-?'i-m), praise 
be to Him, the Lord of the Seven Heavens and Seven Earths, 
and of all that is betw·eef\ these, the Lord of the Great Throne,
Glory be to God, the Lord of the worlds!" And when the ailing 
person repeated this prayer, he used to say: (now) proceed, 
everything wiii be all right with! thee.1' (Cf. no. 132). , 

43. (M?). p. 67. 'Iddib-SZ and 'Ali b. Ibrahlm-his father, 
together,-JMA-a:I-Qaddal). (sic )--JS: 

4 
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"Said Amiru'l-mu'minin: The ~orst water on the face of the 
., earth is that of Barahut, in I:Iac;lrama'wt, to which corpses of un

believers descend for drinking." (Cf. no. 99). 
(Note: Barahut, B~ahut, Burhllt is the name of a valley at the 

foot of a volcanic pill in I;Iac;lramawt, with a spring of water 
coming out of a deep fissure. The water, saturated with sulphur, 
has a revolting smell, and bubbles. Legend mci.k:es it the entrance 
into Hell, at which the souls of unbelievers present themselves. 
:ccr EI, I, 653-4). 

44. (A). p. 72. 'Iddar-SZ-]MA-Ibn al-Qadd~i.l~--JS: 
• "The Prophet heard a woman saying after the death of 'Uth
man b. Ma~'un: Paradise shall become thy lot easily, 0 Abu's
Sa'ib !-H~ asked her: How dost thou know about this? It would 
be enough for thee to say : He loved God and His Apostle.-And 
when Ibrahim, the sori of the Prophet, di"ed, his eyes filled with 
tears, and he said: My eyes are full of tears, my heart i·s filled 
with grief, but we do not ask, why has God become angry, send
ing us such an agony, Ibrahim !-Then he noticed an unevenness 
on the grave (that was filled), smoothed it with his own hand. 
and ·said: Whoever of you acts righteously (' a.mal 'a.malan), Jet 
him bel sure (of reward in life alfter death). Then he said: Join 
thy pious ancestors, 'Uthman b. Ma~'un !''14 

X. Kitabu' ~-~alat. 
Bab nawadiri'l-jum'a. 

45. (M)? p. 119. 'Ali b. Ml;d and Ml.td b. al-l:Iasan-SZ~ 
JMA-al-Qaddal:t-JS: 

"Said the Apostle of God: Increase the number of your prayers 
for my sake ('alayya) on the most auspicious night and the best 
day, i.e., the night (from Thursday) to Friday ;anCl the day of 
Friday.-Some asked him: Up to how many prayers should 
we increase ?-The Prophet replied.: Up to a hundred;. and what 
will be above that number, it will be still more meritorious." 

B abu' n-natWiidw. 
46. (M)? p. 137. Mlfd b. al-I;Iasan...__Sz-JMA-al-Qaddal} 

·-JS: 
"A man came once to the Prophet and asked him to give him 

a useful counsel. The Prophet replied: Do not offer prayer while 
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:ieaning on something; because the 'community of Islam rejects 
every one \vho rfinishes hi's prayer whjle leaning on something." 

XI. Kitabu'z-zakat. 
.Bab fai{jl ~adaqa.ti's-sin·. 

47. (A). p. 163·. 'Jd£4u-SZ-.:..-JMA-:IQ-JS ': 
"Said the Apostle of God: Alms given in secret appease the 

.anger of God". (Cf. no. 143). 

Bab j~r;lli'l-ma'ruf. 
48. (A) . p. 169. The same isnad: 
"Said the Apostle o.f God. Every act of kindness ·is a sort of 

·alms, leading to good, (because) one who does this, by God, l<1ves 
·to he~p the aggrieved;" 

.B,ab anna -1ana'i'u'l-ma'ruf tadfi' 'ma~ari'a's-su'. 

49. (A). p. 169. 'Jddar-SZ---JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"Acts of kindness shy away from the places where evil things 

:are done." · 

XII. Kitabu'-1-~awm. 
Bab ma ya.Stawj'ib an yaftun 'alay-hi. 

SO. (A). p. 205. 'AH b. Ibrahim-his father-Ja'far b. (Mlfd 
'b. ?) 'Abdi'l-lah al-Ash'ari-IQ-JS: ' 

"The Apostle of God used tQ brea_k his fast with dates when 
-it was the season of dates, or with other fruits when it was 
·,.their season." 

XIII. Kitabu'l-~ajj. 
13ab · anna man l011r11 yatuqi'l-J:r,ajj b_i-badani-hi jahhaz ghayra-hu. 

51. (A). p. 241. 'Iddar-SZ-]MA-AMQ-]S: 
"Verily,, 'All (sic)15 said to an old man who had never per

''formed a J:tajj : If thou wantest to perform a ~aj j, equ,ip someone 
•else, and send him so that he may go on pilgrimage on thy 
·behalf." 

Bab ma yajuz li'!rmuJ:r,ri:ma an talbisarhu mina'th-thiyab wa'l-
J.tula, etc. . 
52. (A). p. 260. 'Ali b. Ibrahim-his father-I;Iammad b. isa 

... ....:...:.'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun-Ja'far (sic)-his father (Ml~d. al
Baqir): 
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"The woman who dons the i!tram should not wear a 'fl;iqab 
., :(veil) because her i~.ra!J'n is on (fi) her face, while the iftra·m of 

man is on (fi) his head." (Cf. no. 122). 

Babu,l-1'1'l!Ultrim yu.iftarr ila mla la yajaz la-hu libasu-hu. 
53. (A). p. 261. ('Idda)-SZ-JMA-'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymiin 

- J a'far (,sic). 
" 'All (sic) regarded as permissible praying with the dress 

being tied (two pieces?), if short, while one is in il~rtimt." 

Bab annci ~-~aJatJ wa'p-pawiif ayyu-humii-aifljal? . 
54. (A). p. 279. 'Idda--SZ-Ibn Fa<;l~al-IQ-JS: 
"One tawaf (circumambulation) before the ttajj is more meri-· 

torious than seventy pawafs after it." 

Bab dukhuli'l-Ka'ba. 
55. (A). p. 309. Ml).d; h. Yai).·ya-Ml).d b. Al).mad-Ya'qiib b. 

Zayd-Ibn Fa<;l<;lal-IQ-Ja'far (sic )-his father (Ml).d al-
Baqir): · 

"I (JS) asked him (Mi).d al-Baqir) · about (the meritorious
ness of) entering the house of Ka'ba. He replied: The entering 
into it is the entering into the mercy of God, a:nd coming forth 
from it is. com~ng forth from one's sins, and remaining immaculate 
for the rest of life, possessing forgiveness for all sins formerly 
committted." ( Cf, no. 14S). · . 

XIV. K itabu'l-jihiid. 
Bab faklbi'l-mubaraza. 

56. (A). p. 33·7. 'ldda.-SZ-'-]MA-IQ.__JS: 
"A man Challenged a HashTmite to fight; and the latter refused 

to fight. Am'iJ"u't-'m.u'ntinin asked him as to what prevented him 
from fighting? The Hashimite replied: He was an Aqb 11orse
man, and I was alfraid that he might kill me.~Amiru'f-mu'minin 

said: But he w(l)s insolent with thee, arid if thou wouldst fight him, 
thou wouldst defeat him, as the proverb says: the hill, arrogantly 
surpassing other hills, becomes ruined.-JS added: Al-I:Iusayn 
b . .'Ali once ·challenged a man to fight. On learning about this, 
Amiru'l-mu'mirnin said to him: If thou wilt do such a thing, 
veriLy, I shall punish thee, a•s I would also punish thee if a man 
would insolently challenge thee, and thou wouldst not accept the 
~hallenge. (et. no. lsn. 
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Ba.b (heading omitted). 
57. (M+A). p. 340. 'ldda.--SZ-Ja'far b. Ml).d (sic)_:IQ-

bis father al7Maymiin (sic)-:-JS: 
"Verily; when Am'iJ"u'l-mu'minin was starting a battle, he first 

'recited the prayer as follows." (Seven lines of prayers). 

XV. Kitabu'l-ma'ishat. · 
B {Jb karahriyyafi' l-kasal. 

58. (A). p. 351. 'ldda--"-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Laziness is the enemy of good actions." 

'Biibu' d-din. 

59. (A). p. 354. The same isniid: 
"Said 'Ali: Be mindful of religion! pne is apt to neglect it in 

'(the excitement of) the day, and treat it as important at night. 
'But human fate both in this life, and life a<fter death, depends on 
·it." (Cf. further on; no. 152). 

B abu' l-IJ.akra. 

60. (A). p. 375. The same isniid: 
~'Said the Apostle of God: May the merchant importing goods 

·prosper, and may the profiteer (or hoarder) be cursed." 

I! abu' n-nawiidir. 
;61. (A). p. 420. 'Jdda-Ai).mad b. Ml).d b. Khalid-JMA-IQ 

t-]S: 
"I brought to my father (Ml).d al-Baqir) a letter which a man 

bad given me, and took it out from my sleeve. And he said to me: 
Son, never keep anything in your sleeve because it i•s the place 
in: which many things become lost." (Cf. no. 153). 

XVI. Kitabu'n-nikii~.l6 
Bab man waffaq la-hu'z-zawjatu'~-~ali~a. 

,62. (A). p. 4. 'IddG>---'SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
"Said the Prophet: From nothing would ·a.. Muslim derive 

more advantage, after Islam, than from a pious Muslim wife. She 
will gladden him when he looks at her, and will obey himl when 
he gives her an order, andi will guard his interests during his 
absence, both concerning herself arid hi·s property.'~ (Cf. no. 155). 
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Bab karahiyyati'l-gh'btruba. · . 

1
,. ,, .. . . . · 

6J. (A) .. · p. 4. 'ldda-Al)mad- b. Ml)d-:-Ibn Fa~<;lal~LQ~JS).: 
"Two rak'ats of prayer offered by a married ·man are mor:e. r 

~ritorieus than , seyenty offered by . 3: ];Jache~or." (Cf. ho. 125.)': 
64. (A),. p. 4, 'ld.da-SZ-JMA-IQ--:JS. The same ~tadJ,th •. 
65. (A). p. 5. 'All b. Ml)d b. Bundar and others..:_·Al)mad b. 

Abi 'Abdi'l-lah al-Barqi-Ibn Fa<;l<;lal and Ja'far b. Ml)d ,(al
Ash'ar!?)-IQ-JS-his father (Ml)d al~Baqir)' 

"Said JS: A man came to my father, who ·asked him, whether
he was married? Tlie man replied 3n, the negative. The Imflm 
said: What good it would be for me in life if I should be lonely, 

· having, no wife? Then he added: Two rak'ats of prayer offered.' . 
by a married man are more meritorious than if a bachelor would 
s~nd his-njghts il} :prayer and days in· ~~t.-:-Then my father gave 
the man seven dinars (gold coin), e.J,id said: Go, and marry a,. 
woman on these moneys. Then he added: Said the Apostle of 
God: marry, this brings prosperity to you ( ar~aq la-kum? }" _,_ 
.(Cf. nos. 125 and 154). · 

Babu't-tazwij bi-ghayr klvufbat. 
66. (A) p. 17. 'Idda-SZ-JMA-AMQ-JS: 
''Said JS: 'Ali b. al-}:Iusayn (Zaynu'l-'abidin) once performed 

the ceremony of marriage while much perspiriug (from heat). He-' 
only pronounced the words: Praise be to God, may God bleas.. 
Mul)anunad and his progeny, and may God .forgive (us)! We' 
have married thee according to the covenant of God."-Then 
he added: If one offers praise to God, this is equivalent to the- · 
khufba". .(Cf. no. 156). 

B abu' s-sarafi. 
67. (A). p. 50. 'All b. Ibrahim-his father-JMA......:.IQ-JS~ 
"Said the Apostle of God: Welcome slave concubines,-therct 

is blessing in their wombs." 

. Bab karahiyyati'r-rahbaniyyat wa ta.,;ki'l-bal~. 
68. (A). p. 56. 'fdd&-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS : 
"The wife of 'Utlnnan b. M~'t1n17 came to the Prophet an(i. 

said: 0, Apostle of God, 'Uthman fasts during the day time, and 
spends his nights in worship. The Prophet (rose and) went ouf ~ 
in anger, stamping ·his sandals (yu'mil na'lay-,hi), and entered. 

•r 
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the house of.'Uthman,-whom he found prp..ying. The latter stopped · 
his prayer on seeing ~he Prophet, who said to him: 'Uthman, 
·God has se1;1t me not to spread asceticism, hut the true religion 
( al-~amifiyya), light and · generous. I fast and pray but I also 
enjoy the company of my. wives, il,s my nature -pleases. Let it be 
according to· my law ( sunnat-i), which also includes marriage.'' 

69. (A) .· p. 57. ('Idda-'-SZ~) Ja'far b. Ml)d (Ash'ari?)-:-' 
AMQ-JS: . 

. "The Apostle of God asked a man: Dost thou spend days i'n 
fast? He replied : No. The Prophet asked : Dost thou feed the 

. poor? He replied: No. The Prophet said:· Then return to thy 
family, because they have the right to claim alms from thee."· 

Biibu'n-na:wadir. 
70. 1(A). p. 57. 'Idda-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Said the Apostle of God-: When one has an intercourse with 

a woman, he should not do this quickly, as a bird, but mgst spend 
some time, without a hurry." .He (JS) added: "in some versions .. 
of this ~aaith the form la-yatalabbath is used · inst~d of la-yai-. 
bath". (Cf. no. 157). ' . 

Babu'l-qawl 'indcil-bah wa ma yu'~im min mrushara.kati'_sh-Shay-
tan. 
71. (A). p. 59. The same isntid: 
"Said A miru'l-mu'rnrinin: When one has an intercourse ,,dth 

a woman, he should say: In the~. name of God, and by God! God, 
keep tJ:le Shaytan away fromJ me, and keep him away from what 
Thou hast given to me !-He added: I<f God destines a child to 
be born by them, the Shaytan will never injure it by any means, 
if such precautionary measure is taken." 

B ab fi ta' dibi'n-nisa'. 
72. (A) , p. 63. The same isnad : 
"The Apostle of God prohibited women from riding in the 

saddle astride." 

Bab ul'i'l-irbat mina!r-rijtil. 
73. (A)'. p. 65. Al·:J:Iusayn b. Ml)d-Mu'alli b. MJ:!d and 'Ali 

b. Ibrahim...-both from his father-JMA-AMQ-JS--his father : 
"There were two men in Medina, one called Hit, and the other. 

Mani'. Once they were talking to a man while the Prophet could 
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hear what they were saying. They said: When you take Ta'if' 
get hold of the daughter of Ghaylan, the Thaqafite. (Follows a 
very realistic description of her attractions, with undue accent 
on those matters which are usually avoided in print.) The Pro
phet (on hearing all this) exclaimed: May not any sexually 
hungry rnan ever see both of you! Then he ordered them to 
retire to a pla<;:e called al-'Araya, and they used to come to 
Medina for trade every Friday:" 

Babu'l-glwyrat. 
74. (A). p. 69. Al;mad b. Ml;d~Ibn Fa<;lc;ial-AMQ-JS: 
"Paradise cannot be entered by a contented cuckold (day

yuth)." 

B abu' z-zani. 
75. (A) . p. 70. 'Idda-SZ-]MA-AMQ~JS-his father: 
"The adulterer gets six varieties of retribution for his sin, 

tnree in this li.fe·, and three in life after death. The three in this 
life are: he will lose reputation ( nuru' l--u,'ajh), will inherit 
poverty, and will accelerate his death. And the three in life after 
death are: the anger of God, a disadvantageous account (in the 
list of his sins as against goocli actions), and abiding in Hell." 
(Cj, no. 127). 

Bab man amka.n min rtafs:i-hi. 
76. (A). p. 73 ;( .. ?) AJ;mad-:-JMA-.:...IQ-JS: 

-"A man came to my father (Imam Ml;d.a1-Baqir), and said: 
0, grandson of the Apostle of God ! a misfortune has befallen 
me,-pray God for me! (and they sa~d ann,a~f!,u jtu'ta f'i dtibri-hi) 
The Imam replied: God does not send such a misfortune to any 
one except to those who need it.- Then the Imam added: Said, 
God: by My Glory and Greatness, the man man yu'fa fi dubri"hi 
will never sit upon the i.stabraq1 8 and silk (of. Paradise)." 

Bab ma.n 'aff 'ern !zarami'n-nas. , 
77. (M). p. 74. Ml;d b. Ya!;ya:-Al;mad .b. Ml;d-'Ali b. al

J:Iakam-Mu'awiya b. Wahb-Maymun al-Qaddal;: 
"I heard Abu Ja'far (i.e. Imam Ml;d al-Baqir) saying: No 

variety of devotion is more meritorious than restraining one's 
gluttony and lust." :(Cf. no. 6). 

TRADITIONS RELATED BY IBN AL-QADDA.I;I 41 !!! :' ',. , 

XVII. Kitabu'l-'aqiqa. 
Bab ta'dibi'l-walad. 

78. (A). p. 86-7. 'Ali b. Ibrahim-his father-JMA-IQ
;JS: 

"A man came to the Prophet and said: A boy is born to me, 
what name should I give him?__:_ The Prophet ~eplied: Give him 
the name which I like the most: I;famza." (Cf. no. 158). 

Bab ta'dibi'l-walad. 
79. (A). p. 94. 'Ali b. Ibrahlm-his father, and 'ldda-sz~ 

JMA-IQ-JS-: 
"When boys reach the age of ten, their sleeping place should 

be separate from the sleeping place of women." (Cf. no. 126). 
80. (A). p. 94. The same isnad: 
"We order children to combine together the first and the 'a,~r 

prayers, and also that of maghrib and 'tisha', before they go to 
bed, in caJSe they do not need a new wuif,u' (ablution)." ~ (Cf. 
no. 159). 

XVII!. Kitabu't-talaq. XIX. Kitabu'l-'itq. XX. Kitabu' ~-~ayd 
-Nil. XXI. Kitabu' l-a(i'I'IM. 
Bab akli't-tin. 

81. (A). p. 156. 'ldda-SZ-Ibn Fa<;lc).al-IQ-JS: 
"Some people told Amiru1-1nu'minin that so-and-so eats clay 

:(tin). 'Ali did not approve o~ it, and said: Do not eat it, because 
if thou eatest it, and diest, it would be the same as if thou hadst 
~accelerated thy death." (Cf. no. 161). 

B abu' t~akl 'I'IM' a' cj-cjayf. 
82. (A). p. 161. 'ldda-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"When the Apostle of God was taking food in company with 

some people, he ~as the first to put his hand into the di•sh with 
pthers, and the last to lift it till others began to 'eat." 

83. (A). p. 161. Ml;d b. Ya!;ya-Al;mad b. Ml;d-Ibn F~<;l~ll 
t--IQ-JS: 

;(The same !zadi.th, slightly differing in wording). 

Babu'n-nawadir. 
84. (A). p. 164. 'Idda-SZ- JMA- IQ- JS: 
"Said the Apostle of God: When one of you eats, he should 

eat (from the common dish) what is the nearest to him." 
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Bab farj,li'l-la?t>~-n. 
85. (A). p. 167. The same isni.id: 
"Said the Apostle ·of ·God: Verily, we, the people of Quraysn,. 

.are meat-eaters." 
, .. . I • . . 

Blip farf,li'dh-dlvirtt 'ala' sairi'l-a'~a'. 
"The Je~ess poisoned the Prophet by putting poison in sheep's·. 

thigl;l. He liked sheep's thigh or shoulder, but did not like U1e-' 
upper part of the thigh as too closely situated to the organs .of. 
urination." 

Babu'th-tharid. 
87. ·(A) . . p.' .169 .. The same' isnad: 
"Said the Apostle of God: God! bless my communi(y wit!j, 

thard and; tharid ( va.rieties of a dish prepare~ffrom a mixture of 
pieces of boiled meat and, bread). J S added : thard is called whim 
the dish con;sists of smaller p~eces, and ~harid . when of larger."l9' 

Babu't-ta'ami'l-harr. 
88. ·(A). p. 1·71. MQ.d b. YaQ.ya-AQ.mad b. MQ.d-:-~bn Fa~l<;lal 

-IQ-JS: 
"A hot dish was served to the Prophet. He said: God will f~es! 

us with fire as much as. this dish, .until it beco.mes cold. Then he 
left the dish until it cooled down." · 

Babu'z-zayt wdz-zaytun. 
89. ~ (A). p. 173. 'Jddllr-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Said the Apostle of God: Eat olives, and use olive oil, because 

1 
they come from aJ blessed tree." 

Babu'l-fcvwakih. 
90. (A). p. 178. 'Idda---SZ-Ja'far b. MQ.d-IQ-JS: 
"JS did not like to peel fruits (when eating)". · · ... ~ 

Babu'r~rwm.Mtiin. 

91. (A). p. 179. 'Idda---SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Eat sour-sweet pomegranates with ·rich dishes 

because they are like tanners to the stomach." · 
( bi-shu.~ma). 

Babu'l-batif:.,. . 
92. (A). p. 181. The same. isni.id: 
"The Prophet admired water-melon with elates''. 
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Babu'lrqar'. 
93. (A). p. 183. MQ.d b. Yaljya-AQ.mad b. MQ.d b. 'I sa~ Ib11o 

Fa<;l<;lal--AMQ-JS: 
"The Prophet admired young fried locusts ; he used to pick 

them up from a dish." 

B abu' l-k hi! al. 

94. ;(A). p. 184. 'Jdda---SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
''Said the Prophet: use the toothpick, because it is good for 

gtiins and teeth'~. 
95. (A) .. p. 184. The same isni.id: 
(The same as the preceding, ending with): " .. it cleans th~ 

mouth and is good for gwns." 

XXII. Kitabu'l-asM-iba. 
Bab II. 

96. (A). p. 186. The same isnlid: 
"Said the Apostle of God: drink water in small mouthfuls,. 

never gulp it, because this affects the spleen". 

Babu'l-qawl 'ala shurbi)l-mii/. 

97. (A). p. 186. MQ.d b. YaQ.ya-SZ-JMA-Ig.-JS: 
"When drinking water, the Apostle of God used to say: Praise· 

be to God Who has given us to drink sweet and wholesom<! 
water, not the salt water from which the. throat burns, Who does; 
not ptini·sh us for our sins". 

B abu) l-0/Wlini. 

,, 

98. (A). p. 187. 'Iddllr-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"Once the Prophet, passing during the war of Tabiik near· 

some men who drank water straight with their mouths :(from 
a pool), said to them: Drink water from your handfuls,-these
are the best of your vessels". (Cf. no. 123), 

Bab fa~l mli' Zamzam wa mli'i'l-Mizab. 
99. (A). p. 187. The same isntid: 
"Said Amiru'l-mu'minin: the water of Zamzam is the best 

water on ilie face of the earth, and the worst is that rJ• Barahiit,. 
in I;Ia<;lramawt, to which at night descend the corpses of infidels"~ 
(Cf. no. 43). 
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100. (A). p. 187. The same isnad: 
"Said Am"iru'l-mu'minin: The Prophet said that the water of 

:Zamzam is a medicine against the illness for the sake of which 
.one takes it". 

XXIII. Kitabu'z-ziyy wa't-tajammul. wa/l-mwruzmvat. 
Babu'l-libas. , 

101. (A). p. 203. The same isntid : 
"Said AMQ: Once JS was walking, supported by me (or did 

ne say: by my father), when he met 'Abbad b. Kathir, al-Ba~ri.2o 
JS was wearing an excellent dress made of Marw cloth. 'Abbad 
:sa.id to him: 0, Abii 'Abdi'l-lah! Thou belongest to the family of 
the Prophet, and thy ancestor did not wear such cloth as is on 
thee. Would not it be better if thou wouldst wear something 
more modest?-JS replied: Woe to thee, 'Abbad! Who can pro
hibit to the people the ornaments that God gives, or good things 
that He •sends? If God gives a man wealth, it is better that it 
.should be shown. There is nothing bad in this. Woe to thee, 
·• Abbad ! I am a particle of the Prophet of God,~do not vex me ! 
:-And 'Abbad himself was wearing a two piece garment made 
..of the cloth manufactured in al-Qatr (Bedouin homespun?)" .21 

Bab libas~'l-bayarf, wa'l-qu[n. 
102. (A). p. 204. M\ldi b. Yagya-A\lmad b. Mgd-Ibn Fa<;l

.<;J.al-IQ-JS: 
"Said the Apostle of God: Dress in white, because it is the 

best and cleanest colour, and also make of this colour shrouds 
:for your dead". 

Bab libasi'l-mu'a~far. 

103. (A). p. 204. 'Jdd{lr-:-SZ-JMA-,-JQ-JS: 
''Said Amiru'l-mu'min"in: The Apostle of God prohibited me 

.1rom putting on gorgeous (shuhra) dress ( ?). But I would not 
:Say that he prohibited to you to wear yellow coloured (mu'~far?) 
high class ( muqaddam?) dress."22 

104. (A). p. 204. The same -Dsnitd: 
"The. Apostle of God had a yeliow blanket which he used at 

'home. This blanket was still in possession of the grandfather of 
JS. Imam Mgd al-Baqir remembered that they used 'to cover 
themselves with this yellow blanket (al-mu'a~Jar) when at home". 

TRADITIONS RELATED BY ffiN AL-QA-DD.AI;I 4IY 

-
Bab tashmiri' th-thiyab. 

105. (A). p. 207. The same isntid:· 
"Amiru'l-mu'minin used to stretch his hand, and if (the slee

ves?) were longer than the ends of the fingers, he would cut 
off the superfluous length". 

Babu' s-sunna.t jr. labsri'l-khuff wa'n-na'l wa khalfi-ha. 
106. (A). p. 210. The same isntid : 
"JS used to _say: When any one of you puts on his sandalsr 

he should always put on the right one first, and when taking 
these off he should take .off the left one first." 

B abu'l-khawatim. 
107. (A). p. 210. The same isnad : 
"The Prophet used to wear a ring on his right hand." 
108. (A). p. 210. The same isnad : 
"Imams 'Ali, I;Iasan and I;Iusayn used to wear rings on their 

left hands." 

Biibu' l-l;tula . 
109. '(;\). p. 212. The same isnad: 
"Once the Prophet put a gold ring on his left hand) and came 

out to meet people. They started to look at the ring. The Prophet 
then put the right hand upon the small finger of the left, and 
returned to his house. Then he threw the ring away and never 
put it on again." 

Bab qa~~'l-a:;far. 
110. (A). p. 217. AI-I;Iusayn .b. M\ld-Mu'alli b. Ml;.d- JMA 

r-IQ---'JS: .. 
"Once inspi1-ation ( 1-!'aby) did not come for a long time to 

the Prophet. People asked him the reason, and he replied : How 
t~quld :not it be stopped when you do not clip your: nails and do 
not clean your fingers?'·' 

Babu'l-kul;tl. 
111. (A) . p. 218. 'Jdda-A\lmad b. Abi 'Abdi'l-lah-Ibn Fag

c.lal-IQ-JSi 
"Said Am'iru'l-mu'nvitnin : Whoever .applies collyrium, he a:cts 

in a preferable way. Who does this, acts rightly, and _who does 
111ot- it does not matter." · 
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J3abu' s-siwak. 
112. (A) .. p. 218. 'Iddar---:-SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
·"Said the Apostle of God: J abra'U commanded ~me so much to 

·use a toothbrush that I became afraid that I would rub off all 
my teeth and lose ~hem". 

113. (A). p. 218. The same isnarf: 
"Said Amtru't.,mu'min'in: A toothbrush cleans the mouth and 

yleases God". 

Bab tarwiqi:l-buyut. 
114. (A). p. 226. The same fsnad: 
"Said Amiru'l-mu'min'in: The Apostle of God sent me to des

-troy graves and smash idols ( $iwar) ." 

Bab karahiyyat an yabita'l-insan wai;Ldu-lut wa'i-Hvi~alu'l-munhlJ 
'an-M. 
115. (A+M). p. 228 'Idda-SZ--JMA_:_IQ-his father May:. 

mfm-Abu Ja'far (MQ.d al-Baqir): 
"The Imam asked MQ.d b. Sulayman : Where hast thou put 

up? He replied: In: such-and-such a place. The Imam asked whe
ther som~ one was staying with him', andi Ml;ld b. Sulayman 
replied in the negative. The .Imam said: Thou shouldst not be 
left alone. Maymun, shift him (to some other place). Verily, the 
.devil becomes bold in his tricks against man when he remains 
alone". 

XXIV. Kitabu'd-dawajin. 
Bab ittikhadhi'l-ibil. 

116. (A+M). p. 231. 'Idda---SZ-JMA-IQ-JS, and from 
his father, Maymun: 

"We travelled with Abu Ja'far (MQ.d al-Baqir) to .Tayba, in 
the company of 'Amrw b. Dinar and his friends. We stayed there 
M 1long as it was required, and then started, the Imam riding a 
strong camel. 'Amrw b. Dinar <said to the Imam: What a strong 
beast is thy camel !-The Iman1 replied : But dost thou know 
that the Apostle of God said: On the back of every camel there 
is a shaytan: therefore subjugate him, humiliate him, and men
tion the name of God when riding a camel, then God will carry · 
you through.-Then the Imam ~(with his party) .rode into Mekka, 
and we all entered it without putting on ii;Lrams." 

a . TRADITI~NS RELATED BY IBN AL-QiA;DD.AI;I 47 

·Babu' d-dik: 
117. (A). p. 233. 'Idd~SZ-JMA-:-IQ-JS: 
Said Amiru'l-mu'mimn: The crowing of the cock is its prayer,' 

and its beating with wings is bows and prostrations." 

XXV. K-itabu'l-wa~aya. XXVI. Kitabu'l-m<CPwiifith XXVII. 
'f{itabu'l-J.tudUd. XXVIII. Kitabu' d-diyat. XXIX. Ktitabu' sh
~ha.hadat. XXX. · Kitabu'l-qarja' 'WQ;'l-ai;Lkam.-Nil. 

XXXI. Kitabu'l-ayman wa'n-nudhur wa'l-kafarat . 
. 'Bab mlti ia yalzam mina/l-ayman wa'n-nudhw. 

118. (A). p. 368. 'Idda---SZ-JMA-IQ-JS: 
"The son cannot swear an oath with his father, neither wife 

~ith her husband, nor the slave with his owner". (Cf. no. 160). 

B abu' l-istithna' fi/l yatmiin. 
119. (A). p. 370. The sam~ isnad: 
"Said Am'iru'l-mu'mini~: The revocation of an oath .is possible 

within! the! time of the hearing of the case. And if it will be later 
. .than forty days since, then th~ verse of the Coran (XVIII, 23) 
:appli-es .. "and remember thy Lord when thou hast forgotten, 
·:(and say: It may be that my Lord will_ guide me to ¥(hat is 
nearer to the right than this)"'. 

}2. FROM THE KITABU'T-TAWI:IiD BY IBN B.ABDYA. 
..Bab LIV, al~Mashiyy~t l(al-11UJJShi'at) wa'l-iradat. 

120. (A). (p. 272)23. Ml;ld b. al-I;Iasan b. AQ.mad b. al-Walid 
r-Ml:Id b. al-~Iasan a~-$affar--'-Ja'far b. M!:Jd b. Abdi'l-lah24_ 
,.:AM Q-J S_:__his father : 

"They said to· 'All (b. Abi Talib) that a certain man was 
theorizing (yatakallam) on the subject of the wish (mashi'at) 
.of God. 'Ali gave orders to summon him, and when he was 

_:Prought in,. he asked him: 0, slave .of. God! Has God created 
'tpee according to what He Himself wished, or according to thy 
~vish ?-The man replied: According to what He Himself wishecL 
.~'Ali asked: Does He send thee an illness when Hei wishes, or 
:when thou wisjiest?- The 111an replied: When He wishes.~'Ali 
;:asked: Does He heal thee when He wishes, ot when thou wishest? 
-The man replied: When He wishes.-'Ali asked: Does He 
~e thee enter where thou wishest, or where He wishes?- The 
man replied: ·where He wishes.-' Ali said : If thou shouldst 
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give me an answer not like th1s, veri1y, I would strike off that 
part of thy body in which thy eyes are placed." 

., 121. (A) , (pp. 272-273). The same isnad: 
"Onc(O! a man, an associate of the Omayyads, came to call on 

Imam Ja'far (or his father). We hurried to the Imam and sug
.g~sted that he should hide himself, and should tell the visitor 
that he was not at home. (But) the Imam said: All right, aJSk 
him in. Verily, the Prophet of God is near the tongue of every 
one that spe;;~ks and the hand of every one who stretches it. And 
this speaker (the visitor?) cannot stretch his hand except if God 
wishes this.-Then the visitor canre in, asked about various 
matters quietly, and went out." 

3. FROM THE MAN LA YAIJI;JURU-HU'L-FAQjH 
BY IBN BAB"OY A. 

122. (A). (II, 118). AMQ-a~-~adiq-his 'father.25 
The same ~ al-Kafi, no. 52 above. Added: "Once Ml;d al

Baqir passed a woman in if:l,riiJm who (in addition) covered her 
face .with a fan (mirwaf:r,a). He removed the fan with his stick 
from her face." 

123. (A ). (III, 113). AMQ-JS-his· father: 
The same as a~-Kafi uo. 98 above. Added: "Said a~~~adiq: the 

habit of drinking water during the day inc!'eases perspiration and 
strengthens the body. And: he added: and the habit of drinking 
water at night stirs gall. Someone asked him about, ·the (manner 
of) drinking with one gulp. (The Imam) replied: If the person 
who offers thee water is a slave, then drink it in three gulps, 
and · if a free man, then drink it in one gulp." 

124. (A). (III, 116). 'Isa b. J;{ammad-AMQ-:-JS: 
"If one (while expressing intention to do something) adds the 

formula "If God please", it will materialize soon, and up to forty 
days if he forgets to add this. Once some Jews came to the Pro
phet, asking him some question, and he told them to come to
morrow, promising to g,ive them his reply. He, however, forgot 
to add the f~rmula. (Then so it\ happened that) Jabra'il ceased 
to come to him for forty days. At last he appeared, and said: 
never say ''I shall do this to-morrow", unless you add "If God 
please". If you fo.rget to do so, pray to God (for forgiveness)." 
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12'5. (A). (III, 123). AMQ-JS"-his father: 
The same as nos. 63 and 65 above. 
126. (A). (III, 140). AMQ-J~-his father-his forefathers:· 
"Said the Apostle of God: Boy from boy, boy from girl, and 

girl from girl should be given separate sleeping place on their 
attainment of the age of ten". (Cf. no. 79) . 

127. (A). (III, 191). AMQ-JS: 
The same as n:o. 75 above, 
128. (A). (IV, 200). AMQ-JS-his father: 
"J acob (the patriarch) said to his son J oseph: '~My s'on, do 

not commit adul~ery, because the bird which commits it loses 
· all its plumage". 

129. (A). (IV, 246). AMQ-JS-his father: 
"Once a man was brought before Amiru'l-mru/min!n (Ali') 

wh0 had beaten another man so that he injured his power of 
sight. 'Ali summoned several men of a similar age. Then he 
showed them something, judging as to how much of the power of 
sight was lost by the plaintiff, and then adjudicated to hi'm the 
"l?lood money", compensating him for the loss';. 

130. (A). (IV, 358). AI;maclj b. Isl;aq b. Sa'd-AMQ-JS_j, 
his father: 

"Al-Fa<;ll b. al-'Abbas said: I brought once before the Prophet 
the mule which was presented to him by Ki•sra (the king of 
Persia) or Qay~ar (Byzantine emperor). The Prophet mounted 
it, sitting on a woollen horse cloth, and gave me a seat behind 
himself. Then he said to me: Boy,' a1ways remember God, and 
He shall renrember thee, always remember God and thou shalt 
find Him thy leader. Know God in affluence, and He will know 
thee in need. If thou hast to beg from some one, beg from God,. 
and if thou askest for help, ask' God for it, The meaning o£ the 
Divine Pen (writing the destinies of the world) is in what 1s 
going to happen. If people try to benefit thee with something, 
God does not ci"edit to thee what they are unable to do. And if 
people want to harm thee with something, God will not' debit to 
thee what they cannot achieve. If thou canst act patiently, with 
strong faith in God, then act 'in this way. And if thou canst not, 
then be patient. Verily; there is great help against what thou 
dislikest, in patience. Know that patience brings victory; and 
joy brings sorro!W. Verily, difficulty is followed by relief!" 

5 
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' 4. FROM THE T.AHDHlBU'L-AHK.AM BY .MHD' B. 
I AL-I;IASAN B. 'AU AT-TDSI; . 
' 131. (A). (I, 9). Shaykh Mufid-Al:npad b. Ml:d b. al-I;Iasan 
~his !father-Ml;d b. Ya!;ya'--Mlfd. b. 'All b. Mal).biib,--'AQdu'l
liih b. al~Mughir;J.-"-AMQc--JS7his fore:fathers-'AIL ,(Same as 
p.o 133): · 

"When 'Ali was coming out of the latrine, be used to say: 
Glory be to God Who has given me His food to enjoy, Who has 
given His strength to my. body, aridi Who relieved m;e from suffer.:. 
ings sent by Him. 0;: th~~e three blessings·! Then he first stepped 
;with his right foot bdore stepping with his left, while leaving.'~ 

132. (A). (I, 82). 
From al-KaJ'i, see no. 42 a.h9ve . 
.1,33. (A). (I, 100). . 

' The same· as no. 131 above, with a shortened' isnad. 
134. (M). (I, 120). M~d b. al-I;Iasan as-$a:ffar;..:__al-Ifa:san b~ 

'Ali h. 'Abdi'l-lah-'Abdu'l-lah b. Jabala-Sayf b. "l)mayra
Maymun-JS: 

"I asked him: (JS) :. if a man at night is dirtied, and washes 
himself, and then offers his prayers, and then, when day dawns, 
he sees that there is dirt on his dress, what should he do?. (The 
Imam) replied: Glory be to God Who has not put anything 
without giving it proper definition! ~f he · prayed being unaware 
of this, then he may repeat his prayer (after cleaning).'' 

135. (A). (I, 180). Ml;d b. Al;rriad b. Yal).ya--;-Ja'far b. Ml;d 
:CJMA)-'Abclu'l-lah aJ-Qaddal).-JS-his father. (Given twice) ·: 

"Verily, 'All was asked that if one offers his prayers, but 
absent-mindedly forgets to say the formula of subl;tlina'l-Jah, etc.~ 
.,.,.-(what should he .do?)-'Ali replied: his prayer is finished 
:c tammat) ." 

136. _(A). (I, 191). Sa'd.:__Musa b. al-I;Iasan b. Ml).d h. al
J:Iusayn b. Abi'l-Khattab--al-I;Iasan: b. 'Ali b. Fa<;l<;lal-'-AMQ:-, 
JS-his father-'Ali: 

"Both. the prostrations for expiating a mistake in prayer should 
be -made· after. the formula of tasl'im; but before that of kaltYm."26 

137. (A). (I, 191 bis)21. A~-I;Iasan b. 'All (b. Fa<;l<;lal?)_:c_ 
JMA-AM.Q.:_ Ja'far:_his father. (The isnad is abbreviated) : 

"When the Apostle of God went out for communal prayers. 
he used to sit on the minbar waiting till the ntu'adhdhins finish 
their call.'' 
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.. 138. :(A). (I, 194bris). Ml;d b. 'Ali b. Mal:biih-aJ-Ifasart b! 
-£Ali (b. Fa.<;l<;lal ?) al-Kufl-JMA-AMQ'-JS__.:_his father: 

"Said the Ptophet: Deposit safely your sandals near the walls 
of your mosques. (And he) prohibited them to put on sandals 
lVhile standing." 

139. (A). (I, 204 bis). Ml;d b. 'All b. Mal:bub--al-Ifasan b; 
'Ali (b. Fa<;l<;Jal ?)-JMA-JS-his father-his forefathers: 

"Once there was a solar eclipse in the time of the Apostle of 
God. He prayed with the peopl~ two rak'ats, prolonging his 
·prayers so long that some people fainted while praying under his 
leadership, under the influence of fatigue from standing.'-' 

140. (A). (I,. 211 bis).MI;d b. A!;mad b. Ya:l~ya-Ja'far b. 
'M!;d b. 'Abdi't-lah al-Qummi (JMA)-AMQ-JS-his father: 

"When 'All prayed over the dead, he used to recite the Fatif:,a~ 
:addiqg blessings upon the Prophet." 

141. (A). (l, 238 bis). AI-I:Iusayn· b. $a'Id-:-I;Iammad-'-AMQ 
-: JS~his father. (The isnad is v:ery much abbreviated): 

"The zakat on niw products, such as dates, grapes, barley, 
.eheese, is to be paid by every one, whether a free man, or slave, 
young or old . . But it is not to be paid by those who have not 
got enough to meet (expenses) in distress ( ma yata'.faddaq bi-hi 
l:twaj) ". 

. 142. CL 239 bis). The same as the preceding. 
143. (A): (I, 246). From al-Klifi, see no 47 above. 

' 144. (A). (I, 277). 'Ali b. al-Ifa$<J.n-Ml;d b. al~I;Iasan b-. 
Abi'l-Jahm-AMQ-JS-,--his father: · 

"Once Qanbar, a mawla of 'Ali, brought to him food for break
ing his fast, and it was barley meal in a travelling bag, which 
·was sealed. One of those present said to him: 0, A.M., this is 
:a ~Sign of greed, if thou sealest thy food.- 'Ali laughed ?-t this, 
:and said approximately this: No! I simply prefer to take in 
nothing but of what I know the origin ( sabila-htu). Then he 
broke the seal, took out tQ,e (vessel with) barley soup, poured 
:a cup of it, and gave it to the man. And when he started eating 
it, he said: In the name of God! 0~ Lord, for Thee we fast, and 
by Thy food we break our :fast. Accept our fast from us; :verily 
:Thou art Listening, All~K.nowing !" 

}45. (A). (I, 293). . .I;fammad b; 'i'sa~AMQ-JS-his 
father: 
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"Three things do not cause the interruption of the fast : vomit
ing, pollution in dream, and being bled. Once the Prophet him
self was bled while fasting. He also did not disapprove of the 

.. , use of collyrium." 

146. (A). (I, 305). Sa'dJ b. 'Abdi'l-lah-Ibn Ja'far-J.MA-; 
:A.MQ-Abu Ja'far (apparently the scribe's error .for simply Ja
'far).,.--his father: 

"Fast on the day of 'Ashura is atonement in religious practice 
[(sunnat)." · 

147. (A). (I, 370 bis) . M}:ld b. Al;mad b. YaJ;ya-jMA~ 
AMQ--,-JS-his father: 

"AM 'Ali used to say: It is permitted to those who want to 
make up their fast to fast three days during the ~~ajj, namely one 
day before the ceremony of the t1111'Wiya, (or) on the day of it. 
:And as to ~e day of 'Arafat, he may fast_ on the days of t'Gshriq.": 

148. (A). (I, 434). Taken from al-Kaf'i, see no. 55 above. 
149. (A). (I, 434). Ml;cli b. 'Ali b. Mal:bub-al-I:Iasan b. 'Alf 

-JMA-AMQ-JS-his father: . 
"The wlid'is. (watercourses) of the Mekka sanctuary originally 

formed part of the mosque, but (caliph) 'Umar altered this." 
150. (A). (II, 51). Ml;(l b. Al;tniad b. Ya}:lya-JMA-AMQ~ 
"Al prisoner Of war was brought before 'Ali during the battle 

o£ $iffln. The prisoner swore allegiance. to him, and 'Ali: said~ 
I shall-not kill thee, because I fear God, the Lord of the worlds. 
,_Then he let him free, returning to hi.m the loot which! he had 
in his possession." 

151. (A). (II, 55). Obviously fr~ at,-.[{af'i, the s_ame as no. 56 
above. · 

152. (A). (II, 59). Ditto, no. 59. 
153. (A). (II, 179). Ditto no, 61. 
154 (A). (II, 183). From al-Kii,fi; see no. 65- above. 
155. (A). (II, 183). Ditto, no. 62. 
156. (A). (II, 228). Ditto no. 66t 
157. (A). (U, 229). Ditto, no. 70. 
158. (A). (II, 236). Ditto, no. 78. 
159. (A). (II, 224 bis). Ditto, no. 80. 
160. (A). (II, 272). Ditto, no. 118. 

] 161. (A). (II, 304). Ditto, no. 81. 
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' 162. (M?). (II, 380). Ml;d b. Al;mad b. Yal;ya-Ja'far b. 
Ml,1d al-Qummi ( obivou-sly JMA )_;_al-Qaddal; (obviously for 
lbn al-Qaddal;) _;_ J S-his father : 

"Umm Kulthum, the daughter' of 'Ali (AM) died at the same 
hour as her son, Zaydi b. 'Umar b. al-Khattab, and it was not 
known which of them died first. Therefore neither of them 
inherited from the other, and one burial prayer was recited over 
both of them. 

163. (A). (II, 452). JMA-'Abd Maymun (AMQ)-JS: 
"If a man declares a claim against his brother at night, he 

-remains his bailer till he returns home." 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER m 

1 Ref. to the pages of the lith. ed. -1281. 

2 Here, of course, 'a~m does not mean a "scholar" in g-eneral, 
:and •ilm has a special meaning, obViously referring to ·esoteric know
l~ge. ThJus the- 'alim in this trad!i.tion l.s an Alid, or even tlw Imam. 
'These special implications of the terms ave often found in a:t-Ka{i, 
:although. someti~es this is not so obvious. 

3 In the text ~i~at, obvti.ously a. Slip for al-i~ii,f=just.i.ce, impar
tiality, fairness, absen-ce of prejudjice. 

4 Here 1ywjjat !.s used in the sense of 11(1-amat, the office of the 
l:tnam. Apparently the. term imarr~P-t had not yet come into corn· 
:.mon use at the time. 

5 Concerning these worthies 5ele further on. 

6 These a!'le names o:f some k.inds of cloth which are not found 
·i:n my dictionaries. 

7 Not clearly legible: badly written, the ink having spread. 

8 From here the t-e<Xt used is the' edition of 1278, which is not 
-paged in the . original. The pagination referred to here has been 
introduced by myself. 

9 The underlying idea here is the lack of respect implied in 
:appearance before. any one bareheaded, contrary to the implications 
~f covering tbie head in the West. 

10 Here again as in the tradition no. 29 there appeaz: these my
:aterious <ihlu's-SOJma', the "dwellers of the sky" (stars?), who are 
always mentioned separately' from the angels (mald'ika). Their. 
:functions are described as "shining." 
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11 As .is well know~ many peoples in widely-'separa~d parts ·of 
the world attribute ·3! supernatural siglnficance to the act of sneez.,: 

, ing, and this is an interesting te,stimony from th~ ancient Aral). 
world: if some one present happens' to sneeze at the moment when 
something ~s Sa.i'ci, thetn . what .is said is true. Per.Siians regard it as 
an ill omen a ~neeze which does not ultimately materialize. 

12 Henceforward references a11e given to the first volume of the-
1315 l'i.thographed edition. 

13 As thei name of 'Abdu'l-lii.h b. Maymiin al-Qaddal). is here often 
abbreviated into Ibn al-.Qadda~, it seems more pr.obable that we 
have' to 'deal wit.:h; a Scribe's m;istake rather than with the. case 
of Maymun being simply called ''al-~addal:t. The same applies tO'i 
nps. 33,· 43, 45, etc. 

14 It seems obvious that the text here. has been mutilated, and 
the story of the burial of Ibral\im, the infant son of the Prophet 
(cf. W. Mlu1r, "The Life .of Mohammed;', ed. 1923, pp. 429-430), has: 
been inserted by mistake in a tradition referring to 'Uthmii.n .b .. 
:Ma~'Uni (a man of ascetic inclina,1tions, cf. El, m, 1011). The refe ..... 
rence to "acti.Dg righteously" must surely pertain to him, not to
Ibrahim, who died: as a. ch1ld of 15 or 16 months. 

· 15 While normally the usual blesS~ings 8.I'e invoked afteir the names: 
of the !m.a.ms, such traces of negHgence as here and in several other. 
traditions are quite common in all the editions which 8.I'e here 
referred to. 

16 Henceforward references are to the second. v.olume of the same.. 
edition. 

17 Cf. above, tradition no. 44, and the footnote. 

18 11;- kind of costly brocade cloth. 

19 The explanation, put into the mouth of the Imam, obviously; 
belongs to la'teir rowis. 

20 Ct. traditions nos. 4 and 13 above:, and further on, section IV, 

21 The place mentioned here, al-Q·atr, is the peninsula in the Per•· 
sian Gulf, on the eastern coast of Arabia, ne.ar the Bal;lrayn islands.. 

22 It is not easy to ascertain the correct description of these: 
different kinds of cloth referred to here. 

23 The lithogr. edition (Tabriz?) is neither dated nor paginated~ 
References are hel'le gfi.v>en to the pagination inserteld by myself. 

24 Obviously Ja'far :t>. ~d .al4Aish'ari, the usual first rawi of AMQ:; 
Cf. further on, section IV. 
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25 As has been mentioned above, the name of AMQ isl often abbre
viated as Ibn al~Qaddiil:t, but Qn. several occa.si.ons it erroneously 
appears as Abii'l-Qaddal)., or simply al-Qaddii.l:t. Imam Ja'far is 
usually called Abu 'Abdi'l-a.M, sometimes Ja'far b. Ml;ld, but incident-' 
ally as "Ja'far", without even the uSual invocation of blessings. 

26 I find that I have omitt.ed here one tr~clition quoted t\vice (I, 
138 bis and 139 bis), with the usual ismud. It contains a praye•r 
which 'Ali us.ed to recite during the month of RamaQ.an. 

Zl In this edJition the pagina~on several times goes wrong so U;at 
pages repeat the same numbers. · 

•• 
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.;-· THE BIOGRAPHY OF IBN AL-QADDA.I;! "'< 

1. References ,in the Traditions re'Jated. . by him. 
' 

Various allusions scattered in the traditions related by Ibn al
Qadda}:l, collected· above, not only permit us to reconstruct certain 
features of his mentality, but a~so pick up some positive infom1..: 
ation as to his and his father's biographies. Soch infonnation is 
very meagre; but little is, of course, better than nothing. The 
question which is o£ paramount importance to the student, that 
of chronology, remains open. The only way to collect some 
information oti this subject is an analysis of the isnads in which 
the name of the worthy forms a link. The period at which he 
flourished may be roughly ascertained from the dates of those 
people from whom he related traditions, or who related from him. 
In addition to the information of this kind contained in the tradi
tions collected above, some more details are available in various 
Shi'ite and Sunnite rijal works which are analyzed further on. 

Specialization of· rawis. 

Before discussing Ibn al.-Qaddal;'s biography, it is necessary 
·to refer to a feature in Muslim tradition which has a special 
importance in his case. This is what may be described as 
"specialization" of rawis. It is often easy to notice in works on 
tradition that certain classes of subjects· are almost invariably 
related by one and the same rawi, or group of rawis. It is difficult 
to believe that such specialization existed at an early period. All 
that we know of these early enthusiasts orf J;adith studies makes 
one inclined to think that they were mostly interested in every
thing. Quite naturally some of them were more interested in one 
subject tha:n another, or had better facilities to acquire informa
tion of a certain kind. The later compiler•s who had at their 
disposal such early works quite naturally preferred to incorporate 
a whole set of traditions, already collected and systematized 1Jy 
some one, rather than to pick up one by one from different 
sources. This created an impression that certain subjects were 
a speciality of certain rawi.s. 
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It is, however, obvious ·that on certain exceptional occasions 
·some original rawis of Shi'ite !Jadiths, being in daily contact with 
·the Imams, were able to collect their sayings on subjects .which, 
·by their nature, would hardly be discussed much in what may be 
·ealled their public assemblies. Such subjects might have been 
.any matters connected with intimate family life, or minute details 
·of daily routine. To this latter class belongs the most original, 
.and therefore valuable, of the contributions to the study of Shi'ite 
}:t,ad'ith made by Ibn al-Qadda}:l. If we accept the usual idea of 
bim as a bold reformer, the originator orf a new philosophical 
sect in Islam, etc., we may be greatly disappointed to find a 
-complete absence of traditions such as would logically preoccupy 
:a person of that type. In what w~ may collect of the traditions 
related by him, dogmatic, philosophical, theoretical, or other such 
matters are not discussed at all. The same applies to the forms 
o£ worship, legal matters, and jiqh topics in generaL He, how
ever, at once becomes an important original rri!Wi in chapters 
<ieaEng with the efficacy of various prayers, said to have been 
:recited by the Prophet or earliest Imams on various occasions; 
;and especially on subjects connected with dmnestic matters: 
food, drink, clothing, etc. It is here that he is at home: it is his 
real "speciality". Subjects of this kind and prayers probably 
riorm something li~e 75 per cent of all his traditions. 

Jf he was a heresiarch, as he is usua!Iy represented, and would 
have been preoccupied with theoretical and dogmatic questimts, 
it w:ould be inconceivable that the whole of his rep-ertoire on these 
bnatters consisted only of traditiqns containing a variety of out,; 
~geously impious ideas. We have seen above that early authors of 
p.v.orks on 1;£adith accepted or rejected traditions on their merits, 
even if they were related by indubitable heretics. One can 
~heretfore only come to the conclusion that Ibn a! -QaddaJ:! took 
:p.o interest in these rriatters. 

~ervants of the Imawns. 
Such indisputabJ.e' traces of his intimate nssociation with the 

~amily of the Imam in which he had the opportunity to hear 
tWhat was •said on various insignificant occasions of oaily routine, 
tan only prove that he and his father were s,ervants in the fa:mily 
of the I mams. If this theory is accepted, the whole matter 
IJJecomes clear. 
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This is s:ufficiently supported by the implicat~ons ·of the tralli
tion no. llS. where Ml;td al-Biiqir orders M<11ymun to change th~ 
accommodation of a guest; no. 116, where Maymfm accormpimies' 
the same imam on a journey, and rio. 101, where Imam Ja.'far 
walkos supported by Ibn aH:!addal;l. But the richest iri allusions
is no. 4, where Mayrpun is explicitly called a mawlli of Imam 
Ml;td 'al-Baqir and a ghuf;&m of Imam Ja'far. 

Mawla and ghulam. . 

It is unfortunat~ for us that · the word ghulam in Arabic has 
so many and sd divergent meanings: boy, lad, young man, pupil,: 
slave. servant, policeman, etc, In this particUlar place the word 
cannot mean "slave", because -Maymun is in the same breath 
called a mawla, i.(t.,. a "d\ent", or ,fr.eed slave of the Imam. The 
meaningos of ·"boy, lad, youth" are also unsuitable. The general 
tone of the .tradition implies that Imam J a'far is already a recog-' 
nized "speaker" for the Alid family, i.e.; the head of it. T·hetr 
the conversation must be held after the death of Itnam 1\!Il;d al~ 
Baqir (114/732). We see, however, that before that date Ma·y
mun already at least had two sons .. Aban and 'Abdu'l-lah. Tha 
first knew the Cori:m by heart, and 'Abdu'l-Hih was grown up 
enough to have a conversation with the Imam, perhaps even to 
travel with a report frotnl Mekka to J\1Iedina.1 In addition t<J 
this, the qatj.:i would not have suggested to a respectable friend 
that he should a'sk for an explanation of a difficult matter from· 
a child: Thus the term gltulam must be used here in the sense 
qf a (paid) servant. Such a meaning of the wor'd is testified 
by the text of al-Kafi itself. In another place .(IL, 13-8-9) a storJ 
~s related in which the Abbasid caliph al-Musta'in (248-251!862 .. 
866) presents I;Iasan 'As.kari, the Ithna-'wshari Imam, with a. 
mule. The Imam, addressing a ba'j•far (veterinary practician} 
employed by him, says: "take it, ghulam!'. A child could not, 
of course, have been employed as a bayfar, and, moreover, the 
story is narrated by the latter's son who was present on the 
occasion, mrost probabl·y as his father's assistant, cel:'tainly not 
as a small child. 

The fact that Maymun is here called a mawla of Imam Ml;d 
al-Baqir, and not of Irna..-n Ja'far, implies that he was a '!'ttaUJlii 
already . under that Imam. It is partidtlarly noteworthy also 
because the riiwi, SaHim b. Sa'id, is here called a member of the 

• 
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. Makhzumi clan, whose mawla Maymii:n was according to Najashi: 
(.148), and other sources: Sunnite sources aloso call 'Abdu'l-Hi.h b .. 
Maymi:m a mawla of In1am Ja'far (meaning the Alid family 
generally). It is therefore quite possible that Maymun, originaJ!y 
a mau,'l.a, or "~li~nt'',. of the Makhzufu.i clan was a paid se1'vant 
i'n the employ of the family of the Imams, that he was therefore. 
designited as "their:' mawlii, and that his, sons continued in the: 
same position.2 , 

In the scene described in thej tradition: no. 4:, two distinguished. 
visitors call on Imam Ja'far, obviously in Mekka. One is an: 
ascetic from ·Ba~ra, 'Abbad (or 'Ubad) Ibn Kathir, and the 
other is the Mekkan faqih, Ibn Shumyl). The fi~st of these not 
infrequently figures. in Ibn al-Qaddal/s traditions ref. nos. 13~ 
101)' invariably a:S an un~air, unsympathetic and uncompromis-; 
ing critic .of Imam Ja'fa;r. In the course of a conversion, apparent-· 
ly in the presence of a crowd of other people, Ibn Kathir' 
asks a question, and the Imrun's answer leaves him incredulous-
By. a movement he sufficiently expresses his attitude. Noticing 
this, the Imam, perhaps addressing his own ifollowers rather. 
than the visitors, seeks to smooth the impression by 'drawing a . 
comparison, of which,. ho"»'ever, the visitors do not comprehend' 
the significance, Leaving the assembly; and probably seen off by
~ervants and friends, they exchange their impressions, and Ibrr 
Kathir confesses that he has noq understood the simile given by
the Imam. The judge, ap1_)<l.rently a habitue of the house, then. 
suggests that he should ask an explanation from "this ghulawn.',. 
i.e., Mal}"ffiU.n, who is "op.e of them", i.e. Shi'ites, followers of the
Imam. He would os-urely not have made such a suggestion if 
Maymun had been a mere youth at the time. The situatioiT 
implies rather that he was a respected person, known as a.m 
enthusiastic Shi'ite from/ whom the distinguished visitor could' 
ask an explanation without feeling humiliated. 
, It is a great pity that the anecdote, so valuable in other 
respects, affords no clue to the date of the event. 'Abbii.d b .. 
Kathir ath~ Thaqafi al ~ Ba$ri, who ios here mentioned, is a well
known person· in Sl,\nnite tradition. Dhahabl (Mizanu'l-i'tidiily-· 
II, 12-15) and also Ibn 1:Jajar (TahdMbu't-Tahdhib,' V, 100..2} 
devote much space to. him. The information may be summed 
up as follows : he was a' very pious man of ascetic .life, but' 
perfectly worthlEtss and misleading as a ri'i'i)fi, who probably quite 
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·unintentionally <falsified ]Jadiths because (as Ibn Zur'a says) he 
:never committed them to writing and relied only on his memory. 
He died between 140/757 and 1501767. 

Ibn Shurayl), the Mekkan faqih, is obviously the same person 
;as · Najashi's (292) Abii Mui;ammad Mu'awiya b. Maysara Ibn 
.Shurayl). b. al-J:Iarith al-Kindi al-Qa<;li, a contemporary of Imam 
Ja'far. There was at the same period another person who was 
cal•so "Ibn Shurayl;", namely Ml).d b. Shurayl). al-J:Ia<;Irami (Naj; 
259), but there can be little doubt that the former was the 
·person involved here. 

Th~ name of Maym;.tm's father, Aswad, as given by Najashi 
'(148), is not mentioned by Dhahabi, and Ibn J:Iajar (Tahdhib, 
"VI, 49) mentions Da'ud instead. · The latter may be, however, 
-the result of an early mistake in writing. If his Name, Aswad, 
·purely Arabic, was genuine, does this mean that he was already 
born in Islam, or was an Arab ?3 But were Christian Arabs 
-treated as 'JII'I,(tWlti-.s when converted to Islam? 

Meaning of uqaddaf:t". 
Maymiin's surname, al-Qadda!), is usually taken to mean 

·"oculist". This is extremely doubtful, and probably implies a 
·considerable anachronism: it is doubtful that in the M~kka of the 
·first c. A.H. there were already oculists. The roo-t q-d-1), origin
·ally connected with the idea of flint, as later developed, came to 
--cover a wide range -of notions, the connection between which 
·is often not obvious. The term qaddaf:t in the sense. o.f "oculist", 
-i.e., the man who deals with sick eyes, comes from the meaning 
_..'to become thin, emaciated", or, with reference to the eye, to 
'become sick, dry, "sunk in its socket". But _this latter meaning 
itself obviously comes from the original idea o.f grinding, or 
·hollowing, perhaps shaping a bowl out of a stone. 

·The real meaning olf qaddaf:t. most probably is quite different, 
:and i-s connected with qida]J; i.e., an ancient Arab play or form 
-of divination with the help of special arrows. In his "List", 
'Tiisi (no. 425), while dealing with Ibn al-Qaddal)., explains the 
'WOrd as "a man who yabra'u'l-qidaf:t", i .e., practises the game 
· (or divination) of qida~., which was much in use at an early 
-period, judging from the fact that early works on tradition and 
jiqh invariably tefer to it, condemning it together with drinking 
:and playing maysir (which probably was either the same as, or a 
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variety of, qidaf:t) .4 A very detailed account of the game is given 
by Abu I;Iatim ar-Razi, the famous Ismaili da'i, in his iexico..,
terminological religious encyclopredia. Kitab az-Zina. He quotes 
a profusion of poetry and various authorities to substantiate his 
statements, and ~so to prove the idea that qidaf:t was the same 
as maysir. The game consistedl in drawing from a bag an un-: 
sharpened arrow, out of a lot of ten, in which seven arrows bore 
marks, from one to seven lines, while three were unmarked. Each 
marked arrow had a special name, 'and there were numerous 
rules concerning the game. The same arrows (as playing cards· 
now) were also used !for divination. The qaddaiJ was the man 
who owned such arro'ws and induced people to gamble, or took 
part in the gamble himself, or was a specialist in divination with 
the help of arrows. The surname al-qaddaf:t implied no contemp-
tive sense: at the same period as Maymun's there was in Mekka 
a Sunni ·mufti, a very respectable Illil.n, Abu 'Uthrniin Sa'id b. 
Salim al-Qaddiilf al-Makki, originally from Khorasan (=Persia 
generally), or Kufa., as mentioned by Ibn I:Jajar (Tahdhib, 
IV, 35). 

M aymttn' s fa'1'11ily. 
An interesting fact, apparently so far unknown in Oriental' 

studies, is . that in addition ' to 'Abdu'l-lah, Maymiin had yet 
another son, apparently oli:fer than the former, with the name " 
Aban. In the chapter Fa<flu'l-Q.w-'an in al-Kafi, in the babu'n:.. 
nawadir (I, 291) a f:tadith is quoted! with the isniid: al-Ijusayn 
b. Ml.1d-Mu'alli b. Ml).d-:-al-Washsha'-Aba1~ b. Maymun al-. 
Qadda/:1-, who said: "Said to me Abu Ja'far (i.e., Ima!lJ. Ml;ld 
al-J;:!aqir).: R~cite! I asked: Recite what?-He said: Recite from 
the ninth sura.-So I started reciting it. Then he (the Imam) 
said to me: (Now) recite the sura· "Yunus".-I recited until I 
reached verse (27) .-r;le said then: Enough! Said the Apostle 
of God: Verily, I feel astonished how I should not become. grey-

. haired while reciting the Coran !" 
In the Tahdhibuil-af:tkam of Tusi quite a prominent ra~fi is 

Ibrahim b, Maymun, a rather enigmatic person. He relates from 
Imani Ja'far, and very often appeal"s as asking him various ques
tions. This implies that he was a man m ripe age, because there 
is an etiquette, noticeable in Shi'ite traditions, which usually pre.,; 
sumes that only persons of certain importance could venture t() 
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·ask questions, while less important individuals had to keep quiet 
at the assemblies. Authors of various works on tradition (as 
nlietitioned in the M ustadrak, Ill, 550-551) variously id~ntify 
him, but it is possible that he was the son of al-QaddaQ. (as 
·suggested in the Bily,wru'l-:ma:qal by Faraju'l-lah al:.Ifuwayzawi). 
It 'is interesting that despite a search on the matter I have been 
·unabJ.e to find any other reference to Aban b. Maymun. Is it 
-Possible that this Aban and Ibrahim b. Maymun are one and 
the same person? No source whatever I have so far seen men
tions any kunya of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun, or any of his des.~ 
cend.ants. The only pussible late descendant df Maymun . may 
:perhaps be discovered in a certain 'AH b: ·'Abdi'l-lah b. 'Imran 
aJ-Qurashi al-Makhzilm'i al-Mayman'i, mentioned by Naja·sht 
'·(190). The last two nisbas sound quite significant, although it 
-may, of course, be a mere coincidence. 

Unfortunately for the stu.dent, no materials have so far been 
found in Shi'ite tradition which permit a reconstruction of the 
-chronology. There are no indications as to the date either of 
Maymun's .death, or of his son's. We can only infer that 'Abdu'l
liih was at least a young man before the death of Imam MQ.d al
Biiqir. Kashi preserves the well-known ly,ad'ith, much corn-. 
mented! upon (160 and again 247), in which the Imam asked 
Ibn 'al-QaddiiQ.: "How many of you people are there· in Mekka? 
~:He replied: There are four of us'r.-The Imam then added: 
''Verily, you people are light in the darkde,ss prevailing on .earth". 

This story has been discussed by ma'ny authors on Shi'ite 
tradition,5 who usually come to the con.cl,usion that the tradition 
was ,'SpUriOlylS because it contains praise of the rtiw'i himself. It 
appeared to me (and I am glad to see now that I was not alone 
in this point of view, as is shoW'n by the Mustadrak, III, 551) 
that the tradition refers to the family of Maymun. There must 
surely have been more than four Shi'ites in Mekka at the beginn
ing of the second c. A.H., and surely, also, the lmam would 
have. had no need to ask about local affairs there a:s if it was a 
very distant place~ Most probably the story implies that 'Abdu'l
liih b. Maymun, at the time probably a young man, had come 
from Mekka to Medina with a report (perhaps about the house 
and other property of the Ima.ms in Mekka which was in charge 
of Maymun and his sons). The aged Imam asks as to how many 
of them (members of the family, who were his servants) are in 
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fact there. 'Abdu~l-lah gives the answer, and the Imam pa:ys 
p.ri encouraging compLiment to the son of his devout servant~ 
~here is nothirig impossible in this.6 ' 

As the Imam died in 114/732, it may be safely taken that 
~Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun was. born in the first/seventh c. It: would 
pe a great: achievetr~~ent to make a proper se.;trch in Bukhad and 
.other ea.tly collections of Sunnite tradition for the f:Lad'iths related 
.by himl Perhaps they would: reveal some additional information. 
~e must not forget that the worthy moved in a world in which 
~there was no sharp division between the Sunni and Shi'ite tracli
tion, no general prejudiCe or animosity between the two schools . 
. J?eople such as Ibn al-Qad.daJ:i, and many others, really belong 
to both these schools, 
.. It remains only to mention the works which are believed to 
.:have been written by Ibn al-QaddaQ.. No wor~ 'are ascribed to 
:Mayinun by Shi'ite sources, and it is n0t impossible that he (as 
,was normal in that ancient period) was illiterate. Najashi', 148, 
refers to Ibn al-QaddaQ.'s books (ku fiub): M ab<athu'n-Nabi wa 
."akhbtiru-hu, and anot~r, Kitab fifati<t-Jannat wa'n-Nar.7 As 
usual with early Shi'ite literature, it is uncertain whether these 
.were separate boows or sections of one and 'the same book Al
~Kafi apparently. contains under the corresponding headings no 
·traditions which could have been derived from such a book if 
it existed. Such kutub may have really been thin notebooks; 
consisting of a. few pages each. · · 

No indications are available as to the date of Ibn al-QaddaVs 
·Cleath. Even if he died after lmam Ja'far, he probably was not 
·'in contact with Musa b. Ja'far as there are no traditions. related 
1by him from the latter. · 

· 2. Shi'rit(! and Sunnite Isnads analyzed. 
The only way open to .us tl) supplement the meagre inform-

1~tion concernin~ the biography of 'Ibn al-QaddaQ. contained in 
-fis traditions is to analyze the -isnads, both Shi'ite and ~unnite, 
·1n which. he appears as a rii:wi. However approximate and un
}eliable this way is, it is the only method at our disposal to 
~yerify the period to which the worthy belongs. 

~hi<ite isniids. 
· The meagreness of the information preserved by Shi'ite r i j{jJ 
"Works concerning the biography of Ibn al~QaddaQ. indubitably 
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reflectp, the fact that he was a very tinimp6dant rli:wi in whom 
yery,. ~ew specialists iu tradition took much interest. Kashi~ 
as discussed above quotes only a single tradition from him~ 
witho1-1t any comtrnents, Najashi (148), and after him TCtsi 
(no. 425), contain very little, and, judging from a synopsis iri 
the M ustadrak ( III1 619), this is practically all that is known 
abo~t him. Najashi and Tusi nrention only two rawis who 
relafed from him, namely Ja1far b. Ml)d al-Ash'ari, and Ibrahim 
b. Hashim al,.Qummi (Naj., 12). It is, therefore, a valuable 
feature of the note given by the author of the M ustadrak that 
it collects the names of other of his rawis from different sources. 
Str;:mgely, although he devotes in another place (Ill, 788) a 
separate note to the principal raw'i, Ja'far b. Ml)d, on whose 
authority almost 90% o;f Ibn al-Qaddiil)'s traditions are related 
in al-Kafi, t.he author of the Mustadrak entirely omits his men
tion here. vV e shall scrutinize his isnads further on. 

Only ten traditions from IQ are related in al-Kafi through 
a very important early rawi, al-I;Iasan b. 'All b. Far;Il).il (Naj. 
24-26, d. in 224/839). From the chronological point af, view this 
rawi evokes certain doubts. We mlay discuss these further on. 

A few traditions are related through I;Iammad b. 'isa al-JuhnF 
(Naj. 103-4; Mustadrak, Ill, 592; Dhahabi, I,. 280), who, a;t
the age of over 90, was drowned by a spate near Medina in. 
ZOS/823. , 

In his Tahdhib, as shown above, Tusi quotes only one tradi
tion which is related through a very eminent raw'i, 'Abdu'l-lah 
b. al-Mughira al-Bajali (Naj. 149), who was the author of over 
30 books on tradition, and flourished in the middle of the second/;; 
eighth c., rel~tin&" chiefly from Musii b. Ja.'~ar. 

To the end of · the same century belongs Ibriihim b. I-Lishim 
al-Qummi referred to above. He flour.itshed at the time of ar
Rigii, i.e.1 the end of the second, and beg. of the third/ninth c. 
0~ a singl~ occasion Ti'lsi _in his Tahdhib mentions as a ra·wr 

of IQ a certain Ml)d b. al-I;Iasan b. Abl'l-Jahm. It is obviously 
' the same person as Abu M]:ld al-I;Iasan b. al-Jahm q. Bukayr 
h. A'yan ash-Shaybani (Naj. 37), who flourished during the 
time of Musa b. Ja'far and ar'-Ri<;lii. If it wa1s realty his son~ 
Mul;ammad, wh0 is not mentioned in the rijal. works, the period 
inust be a little later. 
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To the same period belong Abf1 Talib 'Abdu'l-lah b. as-$alt 
al-Qummi (Naj. 150), and Abu Khalid $alil; (b. Sa'id al-Qam
mat al-Asadi) (Naj. 141), both mentioned in the Mustadrak, and 
a later rww'i Al)1nad b. Isl)aq b. 'Abdi'l-lah al-Ash'ari, who flouri
shed towards the middle of the third/ninth c. 

The most important immediate raw'i of IQ, on whose authority 
something like 90% of his traditions are related; is J a'far b. J\rll)d 
b. 'Ubayd~'l-lal1 (or 'Abdi'l-lah) al-Ash'ari ( al-Qummi) ,s to 
whom a short ·note is devoted in the M ustadrak, III, 788. Ttisi 
in his "List" (no. 147) mentions his name in an in~omplete f~rm, 
and only says that he was the author of a "book". The Mustad-. 
rak refers to the ra'Wis who relatedi from him. Amongst th~se 
people reappear the rtimlis of IQ himself: Ibrahim b. I-Hishim, and 
al-I;Iasan b. 'Ali b. Fa<;lr;lal, just mentioned above. To Sahl b;. 
Ziyad we have already referred above (p. 17). Others are Abu 
Ja'far Al)mad b. Ml)d b. 'fsa al-Ash'ari, who flourished in the 
third/ninth c., and probably in his early youth met with ar-Ri<;la 
(Naj. 59-60), and also two authors who flourished to'wards the 
end of the third/ninth c. and in the beginning of the next, 
namely Ml)d b. Al).mad b. Yal).ya and Ml)d b. 'Ali b. Mahhiib 
already discussed above, p. 21. The first of them related from 
Sahl b. Ziyad; who, as we can see, is the raw~ of Ja'far b. Ml;d 
al-Ash'ari in almost all IQ's traditions in al-Kafi. As it is surely 
improbable that a person who flourished about 300/912-J would 
have been able to relate from another who was in personal con
tact with a third 1 SO years before this date, it is obvious that 
here "relation" implied the perusal of written notes. 

The same is obviously the position with the well-kno:wn r-twff, 
mentioned above, al-I;Iasan b. 'Ali: b. Far;l<;lal, who died, accord
ing to rijal works, in 22'4/839. Thi's date is quite probahle, because 
Najiishi (24-26) quotes an anecdote concerning a meeting with 
this person from the reminiscences of the famous Khorasani 
Shi'ite, al-Fa<;ll b. Shadhan, who died in 260/874. Apparently in 
his early youth he met Ibn Far;lr;lal in Kufa. But further details 
mentioned by Najashi abound in anachronisms, so that it is quite 
possible that in reality they refer to different persons, perhaps 
the father and the son. Najashi simply copies Kashi (pp . .319 
sqq., 349) where it is stated that Ibn Far;l<;lal was one of the 
most learned and prominent Fatl)ites, i.e., the _party r.ecognizing 
the eldest son of Imam Ja'far, 'Abdu'l-lah, as the legitimate succes-
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-sor of his father. This 'Abdu'l-lah al-Aftal:t was a half-'Yit, a. 
sickly and incapable man who probably died soon after his father 
without leaving any posterity, and his devout followers culti
vated the same beliefs and expectations about his return as the 
Ithna-'asharis concerning their XIIth Imam (cf. further on, 

section VI). 
·It is not certain whether his sect lasted long after his death 

and whether there was a "s·econd generation" amongst its· fol
lowers. The person in question, al-I;Iasan b. 'Ali ·b. Fa9.<;lal, who 
died in 224/839, could not have been born early enough to be an 
adult at the time of the disptfte over Im.am Ja'far's succession. 
But supposing that he did belong to such "second generation'~ 
of the Fatljites, one detail appears very strange:· it is narrated 
that on his death bed he "repented" from his error, and_ recog
nized as the legitimate Imam- (]fY'-RirjJ'i. In 224/839 the Imam 
was 'Ali al-Haclii, while the period of ar-Ri<;la's Imamat is I83/-
799~ca. 203/818. This may be a genuine mistake in an early 
source, 11jever corrected since. But if we suppose that it was the 
father, 'Ali b. Fa<;l<;lal, who really died in ar-Ri<;la's time, the 
chronology would be correct. 1He could have been an adult at the 
time of the dispute and could have met 'Abdu'l-Hih b. Maymun 
personally. All this. of course .. requires confirmation. 

It is noteworthy that in these i,snlids there is one clear feature: 
practically all raw1s are either Qumis, or have some connection 
with the pilgrim route Qum-KUfa-Mekka. It is, therefore, easy 
to suggest either that the book of 'Abdu'l-lah b. Qaddal; was 
brought to Kufa and thence to Qum, or that a person such as 
Ja'far b. MJ:ld al-Ash'ari, while visiting Mekka, compiled a book 
of traditions relamed by IQ, and brought it to Qum, perhap.; 
lending it to be copied by persons in Kufa on his way home. 

Sunnite isnads. 
We must not forget that 'Abdu'l-lah b. Maymun flourished at 

a period w~en there was no sharp differentiation between the 
Shi'ite and Sunnite schools of tradition~. If even now, so many 
centuries later, the boundary line (between the two is by no means 
impassable, in his time the question· of different schools did not 
arise. For this reason he, together with a large number of other 
raw'is, whom tqe Shi'ites claim as their own, are included in the 
rijal works of the Sunnites. It is, however, really a strange thing 
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that ~espite centuries of propaganda and the definite opinions o~ 
a.n authorities concerning the hereticism of 'Abdu'1-lah b. , May-: 
~tin, he neverthdeSis has not bee~. ~eluded from such Sunnite 
,\vorks. Probably from Ibn an-NaJJar s work (d. 643/1245) he 
is preserved in Dhahabi's (d. 74811349), and thence in Ibn 
~la jar's (d. 852/1449), and even as late as Khtda~at Tahdhi
.bi'l-KG1nal by Al;mad b. 'Abdi'l-lah al-Khazni.ji al-An~ar~ whoi 
:<lied in 923/1517. This shows beyond any doubt that Sunnite 
r.~pecialists in :tradition, any. ~ore tha·~ ~hi'ite experts, .have ':ev~r 
. ound any dzrect and .explibctt aMegatrton of heresy agaznst hurn m 
·'e whole literature of tradition. We can see that various autho

'rities regard him as an unreliable raw'i, but exclusively from 

lechnical considerations. Many persons of the most indubitable 
~'et·y were in the :an:e position. We .have s.een ,a fe":: pages abo,:e 
n example of this m the nlJa>n of samtly hfe, Abbad b. Kat'htr. 

(It ~s worth while to revie~ ~n chronologic~l order the ~ources in . 
RYv-h1ch he appears as a ra?m, and the atbtude of their authors 
:towards him. This list is compiled from the notes in Dhahabi's 
fYizanu'l-i'tid.al (II, 81) and Ibn I;Iajar's Tahdhibu't-Tahdhrb 
[(v<;>l. VI, 49). . 

Tirmidhi (d. 255/869) regards him as 111/Unkaru'l-l:wdUh. 
~;J3ukhari (d. 2561870)---.dhahibu'l-IJ,adith. Abu Zur'a (d. 264/877) 
t:-wahi'l-ttadith, one who corrupt·s traditions i11: the process of 
~elating them. Nasa'i (cli. 302/914)~weak. Ibn I:Iibban (354/ 
~65 }-his traditi.orns cannot be taken as deciding the issue, unless 
~upported. by testimony from other raw1s. Al-I;Iakim (Ml).d b. 
11,Abdi'I-Ui.h b. Ml;d an-Naysabi1ri, d. 405/1014 )-related what 
tshould be rejected, rawti/l-manakir. Abii I:Iatim (d. ea. 440/1048) 

tmatruk, to be avoided. Ibn 'Adi (?)-to be disregarded and 
nored. Thus oU/IJ of the ;ten highest authorities on Sunnite tradi~ 
on, none regards him as, suspected in heretical beliefs. 

. ·In Sunnite rijal works IQ primarily :figures as a rliWi of Imam 
t'a'far, but in addition to this they mention the names of other 
"uthorities in the Sunnite line: Isma'il (b. 'Amrw b. Sa'id .. ) 
b. Umayya (d. 139/756 or 144/761); Yal;ya b. Sa'id al-An~iiri 
i(d. 144/761); 'Ubaydu'l-lah b. 'Amrw b. Ij:af~ al-'Adawi (d. 
147/764); 'Uthman (b. al-Aswad b. Musa b. Badhan. d. 150/ 
767) ; and TalJ:la b. 'Amrw b. 'Uthman al-I:Iac;Irami al-Makki (d. 

IJ52/769). . -
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Thus the coincidence with the later period · of Imarp J a'far is 
perfect. It is remarkable that when 'We come to the persons wh9 
related from IQ, the same phenomenon is observed as in the case 
pf their Shi:ite cOtinterparts: al-l;!usayn b .. Man~ur an~Naysaburi 
;.(d. 238/852): Ya'qub b. l;!.amid .b. Kasib (al-Madan!, lived in 
Mekka, d. 240-1/8~4-5); Mu'ammil b. Ahab al-'Ijll al-Kufi (a 
native of Ker1:11a,n, lived in Ramla and Egypt, d. in Ramla, 254/~ 
868) ; Abu'l-KhaW.b Ziyad b. Ya.J:lya (b. Ziyad b. l;!assan an
Nakri, d. 254/868); and Al;macL b. Shayban (ar-Ramli:, d. 275/~ 
888). Three more names are given,. Isma'il b. Khalid al-lVIuqacl; 
. dasi', AbU'l-Azhar, and A}:lmad b. Burd al-Antaki, but I have 
been unable to identify them. 

If is obviously not possible that a person who must have been 
in personal contact with the people who all died between 144/761' 
and 152/769, could also have been in persona~ contact with some 
one who died in 275/888. We need not . strain our 1maginatimt 
in looking for the explanation: it is the differ:ence in. the impli:' 
cations of the technical expression rawa 'an-hu. In the: first hal'f 
of the second c. A.H .. whPn the sMldy of t~adition had only begun,. 
there was a real oral transmission in :the form of the teacher's 
dictation to his pupils. In another 125· years the P:>sition' had 
changed v.ery much, and rawa 'an-hu. came to mean simply the 
repetition of traditions, regardless of whether .they were really 
hea~d from the mouth m the teacher or were simply read and 
cbpied from a book. vVe ha-ve seen above that such disregard of 
the difference between the oral and 'writtlen sources becomes a 
permanent feature with the passage· of time (d. p, 22). All these 
worthies who flourished in the third/ ninth c.; and related Ibn al· 
Qaddii.l).'s traditions, had most probably perused th.e same book 
or books which were known to Shi'ite· scholars, and had taken 
out what suited them, while most probabiy rejecting those tradi-
tions which exhibited a strong Shi'ite flavour. · 

A small but noteworthy feature of the few, tq4i~ions related' 
by IQ which are quoted by Dhahab1 arid Ibri I:lajar is the fact 
that they also r~fer to matters of food and drink, his 'speciality, 
as we have already seen. 

In the, TaqribJt.'t-Tahdhib,~ Ibn I;!ajar'•s own conspectus of his: 
large work, 'the Tahdh'ibu't-Twhdh'ib, he gives an approximate 
date for Ibn al-Qaddah's death. He divides the rii:uiis mentioned 
in his book into tabaqa:s, or generations. F or each tabdqa he men-
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tions a "perfect specirpen", unfortunately, howeve~, under the 
aBbreviated name of Abu-so-and-so or Ibn-so-and-so, familiar 
eJ:.li:mgh to the. specialistS of his time but useless for indentification 
l}ow.IO Fro~ a comparison of the dates of the deaths (where 
~.n0wn) of those who are classed under a single tabaqa, it is not 
.lasy to ·s.ee what principle the author followed. For instance, 
.Jome pedple are mentioned as belonging ,to the VIIth tabaqa who 
(lied in 200 AH., to the IXrtJh-202 and 204 ; to the tenth-204, 
2o8 anJ to the eleventh-275 ! Ibn al-Qaddal; belongs to the 
~ghth tabaqa, which includes people who died between 162 and 
200 A.I-I. I have· picked out the dates 162, 165, 1771 1]9, 180, 
[181, 187, 191, 200.- It is,. therefore, quite possible that: IQ, who, 
as we have seen, was most probably oorn in the concluding years 
-Of the first c., died sometime between 160 and 170. 

3. Anti-Fatimid Propaganda Sources. 
To sum up the information' discussed in the two preceding 

.sections, we may with a certain feeling of confidence conjecture 
that the true story of Maymun al-Qadda}:l and his son ran on 
fi0n1e such lines as the following. The father, a mawla (perhaps 
in the second generation)~ a resident of Mekka, and a man of 
some local importance, was a devout servant of Imam Mhd al~ 
!~.aqir, an~ his son Ja'far. It is quite possible tha,t he was. what 
is now callt~cl) a business man, a merchant, .or dealer in something, 
and he may perliaps have been in charge of the property of .the 

lmams in M.ekka. He p~obably had not much education, but 
dssessed plenty of what is called ''personality". He ha~ several 
ons, o( whom we .know 'Abd1,1'l-lah, A ban, and possibly Ibrahim. 
~s we have seen above, Aban was a literate man who ·knew the 
tCoran by, heart, and it i,s not impossib1e that his brother 'Abdu'l
~~h also could write. He can thus be supposed in his later years 
tO have committed to 'writing what he had had a chance of hear
ing from the Inw.m, whose servant he had been. Probably in his 
~reoccupat:ion with his task, he had little time to devote to proper 
~udy of tradition, and his effort was only con~erned with the 
f;r,adiths heard from Imam J a'far. He was · either not connected 
,with Musa b .. Ja'far or did not write down the traditions which 
;tie heard fromJ him. Alternatively, he may have recorded this, but 
liis book may have been lost at an early elate. There are no indi~ 
cations that he was mixed up with any heretical movements. 
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M aymzm' s k'(tnya. 
. A different picture is pr:esented by non-Shi'ite sources in some 
\vay connected with anti-Fatimid or anti-Ismaili propaganda. These 
sources know everything about Maymiin and his son, even each. 
thought they harboured. They become monsters of heresy and 
impiety, as I have discussed this to a sufficient extent.ll In sucli. 
cir~utnsta.nces, it is a ' case of ''take it or leave it". Criticism is 
useless and meaningles$; you cannot take seriously what is un~ 
disguis~d fiction and apply to it the filethods which are applicable 
to historical information. Many of the anachronisms and exagger
ations are too obvious to draw the attention of the student to them!.' 
Some other detail's are more subtle as, · for instance, Ma'Ymiin's 
kur.z,ya "Abii Shakir". It never appeal's in Shi'ite sources; Ibtt 
Razzam, quoted by Ibn Nadim, also does nof mention it. But an:: 
author of a ·much later period, Ibn Shaddad (cf. above, p. 2), 
already gives it to Mayrrtun, and this sm;11! detail at once betrays 
a falsification. As is known, '11UBWlas in early Islam, under thtl 
Omayyads, were strictly forbidden to use kunya,s. This prohibi
tion gradually fell into oblivion, together with the whole institu
tion of 'I'IU!fWlii.s, and a kunya became a part of every ~uslim's 
name, rega.rdless of his origin. For insta1;1ce, Najashi, who wrote 
about the middle of the fifth/ eleventh c., regularly mentions. 
kunyas, most probably quite_ imaginary, with the names of all· 
early mawlii.s. Maymiin, however, was a man whose lifetime fell 
almost wholly within the first c. A.H., and he certainly never. 
really had a kunya at all. 

The kunya, i.e.; the appellation "father of so-and-so", was, of. 
course, used as a sign o£ respect amongst the Arabs long before 
the advent of Islam, regardless ~f whether its bearer V(as a 

' heathen, Christian, or Jew by religion .. If by some extraordinary 
chance, the information that M<~~ymiin had a kunya. contains any 
~rumb of truth and .does not rest on imagination Qnly, this would 
inevitably imply the fact that he was a pure Arit.b.. This may be 
to some extenrt coupled with the revelations as to his having 
been a Bardesanian, i\e., the follower of a Christian sect. But 
it is doub.tful whether Christians of pure Araq. extraction were 
treated a5 mawliis after their conversion. There is no doubt as' 
to his having. been a mawla, pro~b1y at first of Banu Makhziim; 
t!tis is plentifully attested by the earliest Gources. It is quit~ 
obvious that Maymun's kunya, his Bardesanian per~u~sion, etc.~ 
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are products of a period when even compat;atively educated 
people knew nothing about the real implications of these state
ments. For them a kunya was a part of every Muslim name and 
Bardesanians .were "dualists'·'. · 

Maymlii.n's books. 

Another instance of subtle falsification may be detected in the 
attribution of certain books to M<~~ymun's authorship. In Shi'ite 
tradition, as we have seen, he appears as a devout follower ,of 
the Imams, but only very rarely as a rii~m. The reason seems to 
be obvious. Although he had the chance of hearing various utter· 
ances of his masters on many occasions, he was probably illiterat€ 
and unable to commit these to writing; he apparently flourished 
at the period befor-: the stludy of tradition had become "the 
tfashion of the day", and all that he knew was never properly 
recorded. Accordingly, no early Shi'ite source mentions any books 
composed by him. It is only much later that anti-Fatimid, sup
posedly well-informed sources, such as Ibn Shaddad, mention that 
Maymiin was the author of certain highly heretical book's. lbn 
Shaddad mentions only one, giving to it the title of K itabu'l-m'izan, 
i.e., "Book of Balance" (which some .other sources also inadve.rt-

. ently ascribe to his son, 'Abdu'l-lah). Ibn Shaddad adds: fi nu,~
rati'z-zandaqa wa ghayri-hi (or ghayruhu,'l). It is not obviou.i 
whether these words form a part of the title or are Ibn Shaddacl's 
own conunent.11 Of course, nobody but a madman would have 
given his book such a title as "the balance in aid of atheism and 
other (similar) doctrines". A book with such a title would have 
been at once pmscribed, and would have called down persecution 
both upon the author and his readers. It is not d ear why tht: 
title should not be given .5imply as al-M'iziin fi' z-zandaqa :instead 
of "in aid" of it. It looks as if Ibn Shaddad, who might have 
heard something about the genuine Ismaili literature, was vaguel-y 
referring to a real book, Kitiibu'r-Riyiiif by I;Iamldu'd-din al
Kirmani ( cf. Guide, · no. 137), in which a much earlier work, 
Kitabu'n-NU.Jrat by Abii Ya'qiib as-Sijistani, an Ismaili da'i, is 
discussed (cf. Guide, no. 32). Neither of these, of course, has 
anything to do with Maymiin. 

No useful purpose will be served by reviewing later non"Shi'itc, 
anti-Fatimid authors. To separate the needles of truth in the hay-
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stacks of their lies and wild fictions would require a tremendous 
amount of labou11 which would be plainly wasted. It is quite pos
sibl~ that incidentally some of these reports contain elements Jf 
reliable information, derived from original I'Sh1aili sources. But 
it would be a hopeless task to reconcile the irreconcilable, or to 
distil history from fairy t:).,les, sense from nonsense. Every student 
with a critical mind will at once notice the anachronisms and, irre
levance of various elements in the stories that he reads. For tho.;e 
who do not possess such a faculty our exertions would be wasted. 

'l/l!e have seen that the names of such respectable medi~val 
authors as Ibn Nadim or Ibn ai-Athir are unceremoniously used 
to enlist belief in the truth of fictions for which they expressly 
disclaimed responsibility. Nonsensical stories related by Ni~amu'l
mulk in his Siyttsat-1~ama, and intended for entertainment, not 
as history, or the lies of Ra,shidtr'd-din, are with amazing credu
lity accepted as revelations of the truth. 

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV 

1 See further on, the end of this se.ction. 

2 'fU.si omits his wisbM, Kashi simply calls him al-Makki, Dhahabi 
(II, 81) cal1s him both al-Makki and al-Makhztimi, mawla-hum 
(really a mawla of OlZ al-I;Iii.rith b, Abi Rabi'a al-Makhztimi). Banii 
Mak hzilm formed a branch of the Mekkan aristocracy and were 
'r egarded as of equal standing with Banti B:ashim (EI, IIi, 171- 3). 
Maw las, being fr.ee men, could enter the servtice of a person or a 
t.r'lbJ other than, that to which they were affiliated. A full paiallel 
to the case of aD.-Qaddii.J:l is found in Mu'all'i b. Khunays who was 
(Kashi, 296), a wealthy Pers,ian and important ·raw'i, ex ecuted in 
133/750. He was a mawla of Imam Ja'far although originally a 
ma~r;la of Banti Asad (wa min qabli-hi lean mawla Bani .4.sad). 
Najash'i (311) mentio.n.s a certain Ytinus b. 'Abdi'r-Ral;lmii.n (mawlii 
of 'f >i b. Yaqti:n) b. Miisii. (mawla of Ban,ti Asadi). 

3 Ibn I;Iajar (Tahdhib, X, 388-9) ment,ions an early raw'i . (who was 
older than al-I;Iasan al-B~ri) \vith the name Maymtin b. Siyah al~ 
Ba~ri.. Here the name Siyii.h is obviously Persian (black, of dark 
co.mplrodon), an equivalent of Arabic aswad, Strangely, however, 
he seems to be an Arab, not Persia.n.. 

4 For instance, Najii.shi (305) mentions K. al-qidii~ wa'l-maysir 
by Hisham b. Ml)d as-Sii.'ib (8econd/eighth c.), or (235) K. al~Maysir 
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~-qidd~, by M1).d, b. Salma al-Yashkuri, etc. Usually a chapter 
1s devoted to this subject in larg'e collections of tradition. 

5 This tradition is also quoted by Astrii.bii.di (Minhiiju'Z--maqar, 
~Eiliran, 1337, p. 212), and I;Iilli. • · 

6 .As far as I .can see (although my experiBnce must be of 
neoess:ity very limited) in works on · Shi'ite tradition the father of· 

lJ:p:ram Ja,'far seems never to be called Ml)d al-Baqir, or ~l)d b. 'Ali 
in isnads, but invar.i:ably "Abfi Ja'far", while, contrary to this, Imam 
rJa'far is quite frequently called (instead of the more usual Abii 
'Abdi'l-lii.h) Ja.'far b. MJ:ld, or simply Ja'far. Knowing how easily 
.scribes pervert names, making, e.g., Ibn al-Qaddal) into Abil'l-Qad~ 
-dii.l), or simply al-Qaddii.l;t, eto., one might not be surprised if per~ 
:baps in this tradition Abu Ja'fwr stands for ~imply Ja'far. Against 
this we have to consider tlie fact that this tradition was already 
known to mediaeval Shi'ite authors, who, as we have seen above, 

!repeatedly commented upon. An 'obvious instance of a mistake ofithe 
scribe is found in the tradition no. 146 above, in which Abii. Ja'far 
:::;tand,s for simply Ja'far. 

7 In his "Bibliographie Qarma~" (330), Prof. L. Massignon re· 
;gards Ki'tab ~-f.tat, i.e., obviouslY the same work, ascribed to 
Imam Ml)d al-Bii.qir (by Shahrastan.I) as "probably edited" by May• 
mlin. I do not understand the implications of the term "edited" 
when applied to such an early period, Does it mean that he related 
it (ra.wa)? Slli'ite tradition, strangely enough, contams no allusion 
fWhatever to such an important matter as an original work of this 
early J;mam. All this seems to me to be one of those fictions of which 
the supposedly w ell-informed sources are full. On the other hand, 
the abundance of the demonological and angelalogical element in 
the traditions related by 'Abdu'l..J.ii.b; b. Maymtin, as seen above, 
;make it easier for us to believe that hie was th€ author of a col• 
nection of ~adiths on eschatological matters (~ijatu'l-Jannat wa'n
Nar). Najii.shi's bibliography contains the mention of many works 
with a aimilar title: by 'Ali b. al-J;Ia.san b. 'Ali b. Fa(l(lii.l (182); 
~li b. Abi ~;\alii) Bazraj al-Kiifi (181); 'Ayy8.shl (249); I;Iannii.n b-.~ 

rsudayr b. I;Iakim a~-1;\ayi'afi (106); Ml)d b. 'Abbas b. '!sa (241); 
Sa'id b. Jannii.l) (136), etc.' 

8 So he is called by 'ftisi: in his Tahdhib. See above, traditions 
nos. 140 and 162. 

9 Lithographed in Lucknow (?), 1271. 

10 The scholastic prnctic-e of using · surnames instead of the 
lengthy Muslim names was higWy developed in various centres of 
religious learning, and such surnames probably differed consider· 
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ably in di.ft'erent places. When I was in Bukhara before the first 
war, I found a beWildiering multitude of all sorts of "Mullas", 
"Akhiind!s", "Qa(lis", "Shaykhs", etc. Books were popularly entitled 
as "SharJri .Akhutul bar Mu"llii/' , or ul;Uishiya-yi Shaykh lm·r QiJ4f/'> 
etc. The same was the order of things in Peirsiai. I mention thls in 
order to suggest that future students of Persian. or Arabic scholastic 
literature or cataloguer!'! of MSS should pay attention: t 0 these sur
names; carefully decipher their implications and include them in 
indexes for. easy reference. 

11 See my "Rise of the Fatimid.s", pp. 127-156. 

.. _ V 

THE ALLEGED DAISANISM OF MA YMDN AND 
HIS SON 

Apparently from and after the time of Ibn Razzfun, or orf hi·3 
source, all anti-Fatimid authors unanimously connect Mayrniin· 
and his son 'Abdu'l-lah with the ancient Christian gnostic sect 
of the BardeSa.nians, or even make Maymun into a son, or descen-· 
dant, of its founder, Bai"desanes (born ea. 154, d. ea. 222 A.D.) .. 
It is remarkable that all such accounts describe both the father· 
and the son as Daisanites and at the same time as 1ttawliis i.e. 
converts to Islam, under the protection of the clan of Banii 
Makhziim. As far as I can see, nowhere it i·s plainly stated that· 
they weie converts £rom Daisanism, or that they remaii1ecf 
Daisanites in secret. 

Bardesanes is the Greek fo.rm of the Syriac name Bar Day~an,. 
"son of Daisan,'' and Day~ an is the name of a local river at Edessa,. 
now kno\vn as Nahru'l-kut, or in Turkish, Qara-Qoyun.1 

Bardesanes was a native of Edessa, now Urfa (ancient Syriac. 
Orhai, refounded as Edessa by the Selucids unde.t the name taken-, 
from a town in Macedonia). · At the time of Bardsanes' birth. 
(ea.. 154 A.D.) it was the capital of a semi-independent princi
pality in N. Mesop6tamia which was called by the Greeks Orrhoene 
or Osrhpene, a fonn apparently preserved in the Medi~val Arabic 
name ar-Ruha (or ar-Roha) . The rulers ( toparchs.) of this
principality were regarded hy the Greeks as of Arab stock, and 
bore sometimes Arabic, sou-retirnes Nabataean, and sometimes even .. 
Per·sian names. Bardesanes, who was a priest · in the temple of 
Atergatis, an intimate friend of king Abgar IX, was perhaps him
self an Arab. He was an aristocrat, a man of exceptionally 
refined manners, of the! highest education, much more of a philo
sopher rather than theologian, deeply intereste<t in philo-
sophical and cosmological questions and ethjcal problems which: 
were so much discussed by early gnostics. He could write both.. 
Greek and Syriac, and, being an exceptionally gifted poet, he laid. 
the foundation of Syriac literature and Christian poetry. D espite 
their .occasional un()rthodoxy (although there was not much of it),.. 
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his religious songs were used by the Syrian church for more than 
a century,, until they were superseded by the hymns of his fellow 
<:oqntryman, St. Ephraim (Afrem, d. 373 A.D.).2 Bardesanes left 
several works of which a portion of a treatise, "On the laws of 
the countries," is preserved both in Greek and Syriac.3 Hi·s son, 
Harmonios, was also a gno?tic, a talented and highly educated man. 

baisanites and M anichees. 

Apparentli because Bardesanes was in some sense a fellow 
<:ountryman of Mani, and because his doctrine like the doctrines 
.Of other early gnostics contained an appreciable element of dua
lism, his name was very often associated with that a£ the founder 
Of Manichreism. Some early authot'S, even those expected to be 
.quite co-:llpetent iri the subject, regard Bardesanes as the precursor 
.of Mani. Such an opinion is expressed by Moses Bar Kepffi4 
and by St. Ephraim, who believes that the basic prit:Iciples of 
Mani's system were derived from the doctrin~ of Bar Day~an.5 
In his most valuable account of Manichreism Ibn Nadim 

: ~,Fihrist, 470) mentions the contents of some of Mani's compbsi
tions in which, it appears, the Daisanite doctrine is often referted 
to. In the book S,ifrU:l-asri'ir the first bab was devoted to dhikru'd
'D,ay~aniyyin. Another bab dealt with the qar&lu'd-Da.y~aniyy'ln 
fi'n-nafs w,a'l-jasad, and yet another bab had the heading :. 
babu'r~radd 'ala'd-Day~aniyyin fi nafasi/l-l;tayat. This may be 

iegarded as a substantial evidence of the existence df a genuihe 
.connection between Manicha:ism and Daisanism. It is remarl<a,ble, 
however, that although the name of Marcionfi was found rin one 
of the Manichrean .fragments discovered in the excavaticms in 

·,'furfan, no reference to the name. of. Bardesanes has been fOt.ind'. 
F. C. Burkitt (84) suggests that1 if Ibo Nadim, as we have 

:Seen, brings into connection the three names of Mani, Bardesanes 
a'nd Marcion, this is simply because at this point he follows his 
:sources which probably belonged to much earlier times. His own 
i~eas about these heresiarchs cerrt:ainly would have been very con
fused. This obviously pre-supposes that the sects of Bardesanes 
:and Mardon had been · long extinct before Ibn Nadim's time.7 
As is well-known, the Manichees not only existed but were quite 

·numerous, and he knew many of them.s Indications scattered in 
-the early Ithna-'ashari and Ismaili literatures, however, show 
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that a~ least in the first two centuries of Islam b9th these sects;. 
and in any case the Bardesanians; were still in existence, and 
probably even exercised some influence on certain Muslim ,circles.~ 

Ibn Nadi·m ( 474) mentiOTlS that the Bardesanian.<; were (ormerly 
( qadi~) to be found in the mar•shy plain of Southerp Me so-· 

potamia (the refuge of many persecuted reEg:ions): But in · his: 
own titne they apparently existed only in "China and Kha.rasan" r 

i.e. E. Persia and -the Western part of Chinese Central Asia, 
It is quite possible that they were scattered in isolated commiUnities
.and in very small numbers as no "headquarters" are mentioned. 

The presence of Dai•sanites in Khorasan and Turkestan is
apparently not yet authenticated, a.lthough, as we shall see pre
sently, there are traditions preserved in al-Kafi and the Kitabu'~
Tawl;tid of Ibn Babuya wpich refer to them in Kufa. in the time· 
of Imam Ja'far, i.e. the middle of the second/eighth c . 

From various allusions scattered in early Ismaili works it 
appears tha.t the Daisanites were not entirely, negligible in the 
mass of non-Muslims with who:n lsmaili . m~ssionaries had to deal. 
This appears from frequent references to them in various enume
rations of the erring religions. The extremely erudite Ismaili 
da'i, AbU I:Iatim 'Abdu!'r-Ral;u:nan b. I:Iamclan ar-Razi who flouri
shed in the first half of the fourth/tenth c. in Day lam ~nd generally 
regions of Western Persia,lO is known as the author of severq.I 
important works : Kiti.ibu'z-Zina ( mentioned in tl1e Fihrist, 268), 
a lexico-rdigious and termlinological encyclopredia, obviously 
intended f!)r general public11 ; A'lamu'n-Nubuwwat, an -extremely 
erudite theologicad. and philosophical proof of tne tt:Uth of the 
.doctrine of prophethood, in which the author shows first hand 
;:tequaintance wi•tlh the Bible and Gospels12 ; and the K itabu' l-(>laJ:t; 
btiyna' sh-Slwykhayn, a discussion of certain dogmatic differences 
between two schools a£ early Ismailism.13 

In the f<. az-Zina and A'lamu'n-Nubuwwat Abu J:Iatim does 
not touch on the question of the Daisanites. In ~he latter work, 
In which he often refers to Zoroastrianism and Manichreism, and 
even .displays knowledge of Mani's work Shaburqan (mentioned 
twice), he has. only one incidental mention of the name of' ad
Day~aniyya. In the I~li.il;-, hoWever, he devotes a whole cha.pt~r 
(on the Third Natiq, i.e. Abraham) to an interesting discussion 

.of the false claims advanced ;by the Zoroastrians and some other 
religions to be regarded as . the "ahlu'l-kitab," i.e. the class of 
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hon-Muslims who enjoyed certain privileges as compared with 
those classed as simply kti,firs. 

With a critical \Sense, quite remarkable at that early period, he 
rej~ts as fictions both the connection of Zoroastrianism with the 
legertdary religion of Abraham and such details as the 'identific.~
tion of the mythical Jam (Vedic Yama.) with the Biblical Solomoh. 
·Similarl:y, he is fully conscious of the nature of the religipn of 
the Sabeans, which he treats as a kind of relapse of Christianity 

-into Zoroastrianism. He scatters interesting allusions to the sect 
cl Bihafarid, a contemporary of Abu Muslim and the Abbasid 
accession; whose folowers he defines as ghulatu'l-Majfts, or 
Zoroastrian extrenlists. He also mentions Mazdak; "whose rela
tion to Zoroastrianism (sabilu-hu fi'l-Majus) was of the sam.e 
kind as the relation of Mani and Bardesanes to the Sabeans." 
He menrtions four persons accepted by the dualists as their 
"prophets," Zoroaster, Mazdak, Mani and Bih~farid, stressing 
the ties between the doctrines of Mazdak, Mani and Bardesanes. 
iThis has not the appearance of m:ere confused notions, but rather 
seems to imply at any rate oome personal cont:act with members 
pf the sects, i;f not with their literature. 

Just as Abu I;Iatim appears .to be in touch chiefly with Christian 
drcles,14 his younger Contemporary, Abii Ya'qub Is}:laq b. Al}mad 
as-Sijzi; or as-Sijistani' (Guide, pp. 33-35), who died in the en'd 

, of the fourth/ tenth c., is in touch with the East. In his wdrk, \ 
lthbatu'n-Nubuunuat (apparently an answer to the A'lamu'1i
-Nttbwzuwat of Abu I;Iatim), he refers to China, Sind, Hind (S. 
E. Afghanistan), the KhazarSJ (a clear indication of his period )}5 
and "the wonderful craJfts current amongst the peoples of China·." 
He knows that the "common people in the towns of China ($in 
wa M a~m) profess the religion of M ani, studying his religio~·.> 
law and lecturing on his books, seeking to approach God the 
;All-High through the religion which he (Mani) founded amongst 
them."l6 W'hile Abii I;Iatim apparently never refers to Marcion, 
~bfr Ya'qub mentions him several times, as, e.g., in hi·s references 
to the famous heresiarchs, Zoroaster, Mani, Bihafarid, Mazdak, 
Bardesanes, Marqiin (Marcion) "and others;" or, elsewhere, 
Zoroaster, Mazduq (Mazdak), Bihafarid, Mani, Bardesanes and 
Marqfrn. One statement shows that his ideas were by no means 
confused, and di•splays a sensible realisation of the relations bet~ 
ween these religions. "Zoroaster," he says, "Bihafrid and Mazdak 
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idded their own institutions to the religion of Abraham, just as 
Mani, Bardesanes and Marqfrn (here written M-z-d-q-w-n) added 
theirs to that of Jesus, believing that it was they who had come 
to renovate the religion of Christ." Such a grouping of Mani
threism together with two different gnostic sects, exactly as in 
the case of Ibn N adim, may imply the possession of first hand 
finformation, not merely the repetition of the statements from 
~rlier sources. 

Other works by Abii Ya'qub incidentally contain passing referen
~es to the Daisanites (as for instance the Sullwmu'n-najat, near 
the beginning). 

It may be added! that a reference to the Daisanites is found in 
the XXII risala of the Ikhwlinu'~-~afa (II, 308),17 together with 
!'references to various Christian sects which undouqtedly existed 
at the time : Nestorians, Jacobites, Malkani (orthodox), and also 
to dualists, Manawi (Manichees), "Thanawis," Khurramis, 
lMaz~akis, Bahramis and· Shams is. 

It is not always easy to ascertain the real religious connections 
:Of some of the heretics referred to by early Shi'ite authors sinip.ly 
as zindiq (Plur. zanadiqa). This term has nothing to do with 
(Zand, as sought to be shown. by the popular etymology of mediceval 
(philologists, but obviously comes from the Syria<: zaddiqa which, 
fp.mong other meanings, was applied to the fully initiated Mani
l,chees.1B In commkm usage the word became a term of genera! 
!vituperation with a wide range, oovering a dualist, a Manichee, a 
mere free-thinker, a person of unsound religious opinions. · It is 
matural enough that such a term should have been often applied 
to the remnants of gnostic sects, but in Shi'ite literature it appears 
-as if this particular meaning h?-d acquired a kind of terminological 
[Significance : in those references to the Bardesanians which are 
b>reserved in early Shi'ite tradition, the terms Day~ani and zind'iq 
(appear to be alternatives. . 

In al-Kaf'i (I, 56,-Kitabu'l-ljujjat, bab fi-hi dhik1-u'~-$af:Iiifat 
~a'l-jajr wa'l-Jami'a wa Ma~l;taf Fatitna) Kuli~i quotes a strange 
but very interesting tradition : "Some authorities of ours relate 
lfrom A}:lmad b. Ml;d, who related from 'Umar b. 'Abdi'l-'Aziz, 
rand the latter from I;Ianunad b. 'Uthman, who said : we heard 
it:mam Ja'far saying : the zindiqs will appear in 128/745-6. I saw 
rthis (prophesy) in the Ma~twf of Fatima. (I asked : and what 
-is this M~[wf?- The Imam explained) : When God took away 
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···'·' •! '-the Prophet unbearable sorrow had seized Fatima. To console 
her GOd sent an angel to her to talk to her (and distract her 
thoughts). She confided about this to her husband, 'Ali, who 
a_sked her to tell him whenever she began to imagine that she 
h,eard his voice. She did so, and 'Ali arranged that all that she 
.(heard and) · repeated (from her invisible messepger) ,•should be 
taken do·wn. This, ul4mately formed a book... It contained no 
religious prescriptions or revelations of. law, but only knowledge 
('ilm) as to wha,t was going to happen in the future" ... 

These "prophecies'·' surely could not have been "false,"( and 
the date 128/745 must certainly refer to some definite events in 
history in which the "appearance of the zindrqs" played some 
part. It would be interesting to trace such events.19 

There are several traditions referring to the Bardesanians in 
al-Kii.fi which deserve attention. In the first bab of the K. at
-Taw!J,id : 

Said 'Ali b. Ibriihim on the authority of Ml;d b. Isl;laq al-Khaffaf 
(or of Ali's father Ibrahlm, who related from the latter}: 

Once 'Abdu'l-liih ad-Day~iini asked Hisham b. al-lfakam : 
dost thou recognize a God?-Hisham replied : yes.-The Day~ani 
asked .: is He omnipotent ?-Hishiim replied ; yes, He is, and can 
enforce His will.-The Day~ani asked : can he ·place the whole 
of t:he world into an egg in such a way that neither· is the world 
made smaller,. nor the egg. bigger? . 

(Being unable to reply. to the question, Hisham asks for tin1e~ 
rides to Imam Ja'far, and asks for solution. The Imam asks him 
how many senses he has, and which (organ of sense) is the 
.smallest. Hisham replies that he has five senses, and the smallest 
(organ of sense) is (the organ for) sight, which is "of the size 

of a lentil grain, or even smaller." The Imami tells him to look 
round him and say what he sees. Then he expla.lns that He who 
can put all the hills and other things seen by Hisham into 
Hishiim's organ of sight, which is smaller tha:n a lentil grain, 
can also put the. world into an egg). · 

Hisham brings the reply to the Dwy;;anite, who is impressed, 
and betakes himself to see the Imam, with a request for guidance 
concerning the true Godl. The Imam asks him his name. The 
'heretic rises without answering, and walks out. The .Day9ani 
th~n relates· the story to hi,s people who persuade him to go to 
the I~m again arid ask him to show him God without inquiring 
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abouf his · own name (beca.use if he should say that his name is 
'Abdu'l-lah, i.e. the slave of God, naturally no future "guidance"· 
would be required). The heretic actua:Ily comes again to visit 
the Ima1n with the same question, asking him at the same time 
not to inquire as to his own name. The Imam takes an egg from 
the hands of a child playing near by, and says : ~·o, Day?in1! 
Thi>s is a mysterious fortreSs of hard shell under which there is 
yet another, soft shell. This encloses a quantity of molten gold 
and silver which remain separate and unmixed one with the other. 
Nothing good can come out of it so that we may learn about its 
goodness, nor anything bad can enter: it to inform us of its bad
ness. It is not known whether it is created to produce a male 
or a female bird. It encloses (many things, including) colours , 
like those of the feathers . of the peacock. Dost thou see the hand 
of the One who has arranged all this?" 

The narrator then said ·: "The man sat with his head hung 
down, silent and confused. Then he looked up, and pronounced 
the formula of the profession of Islam, adding : and thou art 
the Imam and the Pmof of God to His creations. I repent from . 
my former disbelief." · 

In the 18th bab of the same book (I, 29), bab fi qawl "ar
-Rah-nwn 'ala'lr-rArsh istawa," the well-known verse of the Coran 
whi~h always gave so much trouble to MuSlim theologians (XX, 
4) ,. there is another tradition referring to the Day9anites : 

Said 'Ali b. Ibrahim, on the authority of his father, who related 
from Ibn Abi 'Umayr, and the latter from Hisham b. al-IJakam, 
who said: 

"Once Abii Shakir ad-Day~ ani said to me : verily, there is in 
the Coran a verse which expresses beliefs similar to those which 
we hold.-I asked : which verse is this ?-And he replied : it 
is this (XLIII, 84): 'He it is who is in the heaven a God and 
in the earth a God.'-I did not know what to say. (Later on) 
I mentioned this to Imam J a' far, who said : these words are 
the words et£ a zindiq, the wretch. When thou comest back to 
him, ask him what is his name in Kufa. And when he replies, 
ask him how he is'called in Ba~ra, and he will mention (the same 
name). Then say to him : our Lord is God in the heaven and on 
the earth, God on the seas and God in the deserts,-God every-
where." · 
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Said Hishfun :- "I returned. (to my place), called on Abii 
Shakir, and said to him what the Imaml had! orde~ed me to say. 
He remarked : ·this must ha.ve been imported from al-I;Iijaz." 

If, as we .shaH see presently, there are reasons ·to treat the two 
persons mentioned here, 'Ahdu'l-lah and Abu Shakir ad-Day~~n1, 
as otie and the same, then the first tradition refers to the conclud
ing moment of the drama of conversion, while this tradition 
belongs' to the earlier phase. It may be noted that despite the 
probable readjustment of these stories to the usual iconographic · 
pattern, the second story preserves certain features which can be 
regarded as proofs that the zindiq mentioned here was nm a. 
Manichee (the Manichees do not recognize two gods), but a 
gnostic with; the basic doctrine of the Supreme God and God the 

· Creator. · 
Apparently there are no further retterences to these heretics in 

al-Kiifi, but ihe fa.rrious early Shi'ite theologian, Ibn 'Babftya, in 
in his work Kitabu't-Tawlfid (in the 41st and 42nd babs) , quotes 
two more, in addition to the two foregoing which he also repeats. 

'All b. Al).i:nad b. MQd b. 'Imrii:n ad-Daqqaq, from Ml).d b~ 
Ja'far, i.e., AbUi'l-I;Iasan aL-Asadi, and he from al-I;Iasan b. al
-Ma'mun al-Qurashi, and he from 'Umar b. 'Abdi'l-'Aziz, and 

· the latter from Hishain b. al-I;Iakam, who said 
"Once Abii Shakir ad~Day~ani said to me : "I have aAuestion 

which I put to various leamed people, never receiving a ~a:tisfactory 
ans.wer. Get permission from thy master (i.e., Imam J a' far) for 

• me to ~sk him."-Said I : "Why not to tell me what it is : 
perhaps I have an answer to it that would satisfy thee?" -Said 
he : "No, I would like to have an interview concerning it with 
Abu 'Abdi'llah himself."-I therefore asked for an interview for 
him, he came, and asked (the Imam) : "Dost thou permit me to 
ask a question?"~(The Imam) replied : "Ask what thou 
wouldst."-And he (AbU Shakir) then asked : "What is the 
proof of the existence of thy Creator?"-(The Imatn!) replied : 
"I find that my own self must be in one of the two positions. 
H I am my own creator, then it must be one of these tw'o con
ditions : either I had created ·it while it was in existence, or I 
:had created it while it was non-existent. If I myself am my 
ow11 self's creator while it was alref!.dy in existence, then there 
was no necessity in creating it. But if it was non-existent, ~hen, 
as thou knowest, a non-existent thing cannot be the cause of the 
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existence of other things. Ther#ore one has to admit .the third 
case, i.e:, that l);e has a Creator who is Gad, the LOrd of tl).e 
worlds."-(Abii Shakir), on hearing this, rose (and Wa.lkeq out) 
.:without saying: anything". ' 

, Here is yet anotllter tradition df a similar kind. Ml!d b. al
. -Hasah b. al-Walid,ifrom Mhd b. al-Hasan as-Saffar, who related 

· fr.otn Ah~ad 'b. Mhd b. 'fsi who, iri his t~r~, related from al
. -I;:Iusayn. b. Sa'id b: Sa'id, who said : "I heard 'Ali b. Man~ttr 
· saying that he had heard this from Hisham b. al-I:Iakam" : 
· "Once Abu Shakir ad-Day~ani cal1ed on Imam Ja'far and said 

, to him : "Verily, thou art one of the brilliant stars; and thy 
forefathers were shining moons, thy Wise mothers were beauties·, 

1 and thy substance is from the noblest substance! When the learned 
are mentioned, al;1 first of all point to thee. Tell me, 0 getljerom 

· overflo·wing sea (of wiiidom), how to prove the transience of 
ihe world?'' 

(Imam Ja'f<!-r gives orders to bring an egg and explain its 
' :Symbolism as in one of the preceding traditions). 

Said Abu SMkir : "! understand that we do not perceive 
·:anything. except what we see with our eyes, hear with our ears, 

' -etc., or what we think of in our hearts or deduce clea.i-1~ from 
' .:rep6t'bs (of others) .'1 ~Said. Imam J a'far : .''Thqu hast. me~tioned 

the. five senses, and they cannot convey ( true) knowledge with
out a proof, just as darkness cannot be dispersed without the 
belp of a lamp". 

All four traditions quoted here come from Hisham b. al-Jiakam, 
11nd there can be litJtle room for dOubt as to their being derived 
from one of his works.,-they alie too long and elaborate to .be 
committed. to memory. 

Apparently the same AbU Shakir is referred to by Kashi (180). 
:While relating the story of Hisham b. al-I;Iakam, he says th."l.t 
once ar-Ric;Ia mentioned al-'Ayyashi (the famous Shi'ite tradi

·tionalist of Mawara'annahr,20 and said : He is one of t.he disciples 
:Cghilman )21 of Abu'L-I;Iarith, i:e., Yiinus b. 'Abdi'r -Ra~man,22 
who himself was orte of the disciples of Hisham b. aJ.-I;Iakam, the 
,Pisciple of AbU Shakir, a (notorious) zindiq.'' 

This samle Abu Shakir seems also to be the subject of an allu
sion by Ibn Nadim (Fihrist, 473) who mentions him amongst 
the "principal theologians who feigned Islam, remaining in their. 
hearts zindiqs." He also mentions one "Ibn Akhi Abi · Shakir". 
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